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Never Enough: The Neuroscience and Experience of
Addiction

Judith Grisel

A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLERFrom a
renowned behavioral neuroscientist and recovering addict,
a rare page-turning work of science that draws on personal
insights to reveal how drugs work, the dangerous hold they
can take on the brain, and the surprising way to combat
today's epidemic of addiction.Judith Grisel was a daily drug
user and college dropout when she began to consider that
her addiction might have a cure, one that she herself could
perhaps discover by studying the brain. Now, after twenty-
five years as a neuroscientist, she shares what she and
other scientists have learned about addiction, enriched by
captivating glimpses of her personal journey.     In Never
Enough, Grisel reveals the unfortunate bottom line of all
regular drug use: there is no such thing as a free lunch. All
drugs act on the brain in a way that diminishes their
enjoyable effects and creates unpleasant ones with
repeated use. Yet they have their appeal, and Grisel draws
on anecdotes both comic and tragic from her own days of
using as she limns the science behind the love of various
drugs, from marijuana to alcohol, opiates to psychedelics,
speed to spice.     With more than one in five people over
the age of fourteen addicted, drug abuse has been called
the most formidable health problem worldwide, and Grisel
delves with compassion into the science of this scourge.
She points to what is different about the brains of addicts
even before they first pick up a drink or drug, highlights the
changes that take place in the brain and behavior as a
result of chronic using, and shares the surprising hidden
gifts of personality that addiction can expose. She describes
what drove her to addiction, what helped her recover, and
her belief that a “cure” for addiction will not be found in our
individual brains but in the way we interact with our
communities.     Set apart by its color, candor, and bell-clear
writing, Never Enough is a revelatory look at the roles drugs
play in all of our lives and offers crucial new insight into how
we can solve the epidemic of abuse.
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Say Nothing: A True Story of Murder and Memory in
Northern Ireland

Patrick Radden Keefe

"A masterful history of the Troubles. . .
Extraordinary. . .As in the most ingenious crime stories,
Keefe unveils a revelation — lying, so to speak, in plain
sight — that only further complicates the moral dimensions
of his tale."—Maureen Corrigan, NPRFrom award-winning
New Yorker staff writer Patrick Radden Keefe, a stunning,
intricate narrative about a notorious killing in Northern
Ireland and its devastating repercussionsIn December 1972,
Jean McConville, a thirty-eight-year-old mother of ten, was
dragged from her Belfast home by masked intruders, her
children clinging to her legs. They never saw her again. Her
abduction was one of the most notorious episodes of the
vicious conflict known as The Troubles. Everyone in the
neighborhood knew the I.R.A. was responsible. But in a
climate of fear and paranoia, no one would speak of it. In
2003, five years after an accord brought an uneasy peace
to Northern Ireland, a set of human bones was discovered
on a beach. McConville's children knew it was their mother
when they were told a blue safety pin was attached to the
dress--with so many kids, she had always kept it handy for
diapers or ripped clothes.Patrick Radden Keefe's
mesmerizing book on the bitter conflict in Northern Ireland
and its aftermath uses the McConville case as a starting
point for the tale of a society wracked by a violent guerrilla
war, a war whose consequences have never been
reckoned with. The brutal violence seared not only people
like the McConville children, but also I.R.A. members
embittered by a peace that fell far short of the goal of a
united Ireland, and left them wondering whether the killings
they committed were not justified acts of war, but simple
murders. From radical and impetuous I.R.A. terrorists such
as Dolours Price, who, when she was barely out of her
teens, was already planting bombs in London and targeting
informers for execution, to the ferocious I.R.A. mastermind
known as The Dark, to the spy games and dirty schemes of
the British Army, to Gerry Adams, who negotiated the peace
but betrayed his hardcore comrades by denying his I.R.A.
past--Say Nothing conjures a world of passion, betrayal,
vengeance, and anguish.
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The Devil Aspect: A Novel

Craig Russell

"A blood-pumping, nerve-shredding thriller--
elegant, edgy, ingenious. Craig Russell conjures not one
but two unforgettable settings: Prague between the wars,
pulsing with menace, and a Gothic mental asylum, as
exciting a house of horrors as I've ever visited. You'll enter
both with dread. You'll dwell in them with relish."--A. J. Finn,
#1 New York Times bestselling author of The Woman in the
WindowPrague, 1935: Viktor Kosárek, a psychiatrist newly
trained by Carl Jung, arrives at the infamous Hrad Orlu
Asylum for the Criminally Insane. The state-of-the-art facility
is located in a medieval mountaintop castle outside of
Prague, though the site is infamous for concealing dark
secrets going back many generations. The asylum houses
the country's six most treacherous killers--known to the staff
as The Woodcutter, The Clown, The Glass Collector, The
Vegetarian, The Sciomancer, and The Demon--and Viktor
hopes to use a new medical technique to prove that these
patients share a common archetype of evil, a phenomenon
known as The Devil Aspect. As he begins to learn the
stunning secrets of these patients, five men and one
woman, Viktor must face the disturbing possibility that these
six may share another dark truth.      Meanwhile, in Prague,
fear grips the city as a phantom serial killer emerges in the
dark alleys. Police investigator Lukas Smolak, desperate to
locate the culprit (dubbed Leather Apron in the newspapers),
realizes that the killer is imitating the most notorious serial
killer from a century earlier--London's Jack the Ripper.
Smolak turns to the doctors at Hrad Orlu for their expertise
with the psychotic criminal mind, though he worries that
Leather Apron might have some connection to the six
inmates in the asylum.      Steeped in the folklore of Eastern
Europe, and set in the shadow of Nazi darkness erupting
just beyond the Czech border, this stylishly written, tightly
coiled, richly imagined novel is propulsively entertaining,
and impossible to put down.
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Pounding the Rock: Basketball Dreams and Real Life in a
Bronx High School

Marc Skelton

Welcome to Fannie Lou Hamer Freedom High
School, in a working-class corner of the Bronx, where a
driven coach inspires his teams to win games and
championships--and learn Russian history and graduate
and go on to college.In 2006, the Fannie Lou Hamer
Panthers basketball team was 0-18. Since 2007, the year
Marc Skelton, a New Hampshire native, took over as head
coach, the Panthers' record has been 228-68, and they've
won three Public School Athletic League championships
and one statewide championship. This tiny 400-student
school has become a powerhouse on the basketball court,
as well as a public education success story and a symbol of
the regeneration of its once blighted neighborhood.      In
Pounding the Rock, Marc Skelton tells the thrilling story of
the 2016-2017 season, as the Panthers seek to redeem an
early exit from the playoffs the year before. But this is far
more than a basketball story. It's a profile of a school that,
against the odds, educates kids from the poorest
congressional district in the country and sends the majority
of them to college; of an unusual coach who studies the
game with Talmudic intensity, demands as much of himself
as he does of his players (a lot), and finds inspiration as
much from Melville, Gogol, and Jacob Riis as from John
Wooden; and of a squad of young men who battle against
difficulties in life every day, and who don't know how to
quit.     In a world of all too many downers, Pounding the
Rock is one big up, on the court and off. All fans of
basketball and of life will rise up and applaud.
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When the Irish Invaded Canada: The Incredible True Story
of the Civil War Veterans Who Fought for Ireland's Freedom

Christopher Klein

"An heroic and tragic story from a more innocent,
less cynical era--when Irish Americans fought and died, not
for profits and plunder, but for Irish democracy and freedom
from the world's most powerful empire."--Kerby
Miller"Christopher Klein's fresh telling of this story is an
important landmark in both Irish and American history." --
James M. McPhersonJust over a year after Robert E. Lee
relinquished his sword, a band of Union and Confederate
veterans dusted off their guns. But these former foes had
no intention of reigniting the Civil War. Instead, they fought
side by side to undertake one of the most fantastical
missions in military history: to seize the British province of
Canada and to hold it hostage until the independence of
Ireland was secured.By the time that these invasions--
known collectively as the Fenian raids--began in 1866,
Ireland had been Britain's unwilling colony for seven
hundred years. Thousands of Civil War veterans who had
fled to the United States rather than perish in the wake of
the Great Hunger still considered themselves Irishmen first,
Americans second. With the tacit support of the U.S.
government and inspired by a previous generation of
successful American revolutionaries, the group that carried
out a series of five attacks on Canada--the Fenian
Brotherhood--established a state in exile, planned prison
breaks, weathered infighting, stockpiled weapons, and
assassinated enemies. Defiantly, this motley group,
including a one-armed war hero, an English spy infiltrating
rebel forces, and a radical who staged his own funeral,
managed to seize a piece of Canada--if only for three
days.When the Irish Invaded Canada is the untold tale of a
band of fiercely patriotic Irish Americans and their chapter in
Ireland's centuries-long fight for independence. Inspiring,
lively, and often undeniably comic, this is a story of fighting
for what's right in the face of impossible odds.
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Little Boy: A Novel

Lawrence Ferlinghetti

From the famed publisher and poet, author of the
million-copy-selling collection A Coney Island of the Mind,
his literary last will and testament -- part autobiography, part
summing up, part Beat-inflected torrent of language and
feeling, and all magical.In this unapologetically
unclassifiable work Lawrence Ferlinghetti lets loose an
exhilarating rush of language to craft what might be termed
a closing statement about his highly significant and
productive 99 years on this planet. The "Little Boy" of the
title is Ferlinghetti himself as a child, shuffled from his
overburdened mother to his French aunt to foster childhood
with a rich Bronxville family. Service in World War Two
(including the D-Day landing), graduate work, and a scholar
gypsy's vagabond life in Paris followed. These biographical
reminiscences are interweaved with Allen Ginsberg-esque
high energy bursts of raw emotion, rumination, reflection,
reminiscence and prognostication on what we may face as
a species on Planet Earth in the future. Little Boy is a
magical font of literary lore with allusions galore, a final
repository of hard-earned and durable wisdom, a
compositional high wire act without a net (or all that much
punctuation) and just a gas and an inspiration to read.
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Look How Happy I'm Making You : Stories

Polly Rosenwaike

"Among the thousands of books for prospective
and new parents, I doubt any will make you feel more
understood and less alone than this one."—ANTHONY
DOERR, author of ALL THE LIGHT WE CANNOT
SEE“Armed with wit, tenderness and candor, [Look How
Happy I'm Making You] helps obliterate any taboos that may
still exist surrounding the tribulations of women’s
reproductive lives.”—PEOPLE MAGAZINEA candid,
ultimately buoyant debut story collection about the realities
of the "baby years," whether you're having one or notThe
women in Polly Rosenwaike's Look How Happy I'm Making
You want to be mothers, or aren't sure they want to be
mothers, or--having recently given birth--are overwhelmed
by what they've wrought. Sharp and unsettling, wry and
moving in its depiction of love, friendship, and family, this
collection expands the conversation about what having a
baby looks like.One woman struggling with infertility deals
with the news that her sister is pregnant. Another woman
nervous about her biological clock "forgets" to take her birth
control while dating a younger man and must confront the
possibility of becoming a single parent. Four motherless
women who meet in a bar every Mother's Day contend with
their losses and what it would mean to have a child.Witty,
empathetic, and precisely observed, Look How Happy I'm
Making You offers the rare, honest portrayal of pregnancy
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K: A History of Baseball in Ten Pitches

Tyler Kepner

From the New York Times baseball columnist, an
enchanting, enthralling history of the national pastime as
told through the craft of pitching, based on years of archival
research and interviews with more than three hundred
people from Hall of Famers to the stars of todayThe
baseball is an amazing plaything. We can grip it and hold it
so many different ways, and even the slightest calibration
can turn an ordinary pitch into a weapon to thwart the
greatest hitters in the world. Each pitch has its own history,
evolving through the decades as the masters pass it down
to the next generation. From the earliest days of the game,
when Candy Cummings dreamed up the curveball while
flinging clamshells on a Brooklyn beach, pitchers have
never stopped innovating.In K: A History of Baseball in Ten
Pitches, Tyler Kepner traces the colorful stories and
fascinating folklore behind the ten major pitches. Each
chapter highlights a different pitch, from the blazing fastball
to the fluttering knuckleball to the slippery spitball. Infusing
every page with infectious passion for the game, Kepner
brings readers inside the minds of combatants sixty feet, six
inches apart.Filled with priceless insights from many of the
best pitchers in baseball history including twenty-two Hall of
Famers--from Bob Gibson, Steve Carlton, and Nolan Ryan
to Greg Maddux, Mariano Rivera, and Clayton Kershaw--K
will be the definitive book on pitching and join such works
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Women's Work: A Reckoning with Work and Home

Megan K Stack

From National Book Award finalist Megan K.
Stack, a stunning memoir of raising her children abroad with
the help of Chinese and Indian women who are also working
mothersWhen Megan Stack was living in Beijing, she left her
prestigious job as a foreign correspondent to have her first
child and work from home writing a book. She quickly
realized that caring for a baby and keeping up with the
housework while her husband went to the office each day
was consuming the time she needed to write. This dilemma
was resolved in the manner of many upper-class families
and large corporations: she availed herself of cheap
Chinese labor. The housekeeper Stack hired was a migrant
from the countryside, a mother who had left her daughter in
a precarious situation to earn desperately needed cash in
the capital. As Stack's family grew and her husband's job
took them to Dehli, a series of Chinese and Indian women
cooked, cleaned, and babysat in her home. Stack grew
increasingly aware of the brutal realities of their lives:
domestic abuse, alcoholism, unplanned pregnancies. Hiring
poor women had given her the ability to work while raising
her children, but what ethical compromise had she made?   
 Determined to confront the truth, Stack traveled to her
employees' homes, met their parents and children, and
turned a journalistic eye on the tradeoffs they'd been forced
to make as working mothers seeking upward mobility—and
on the cost to the children who were left behind.     Women's
Work is an unforgettable story of four women as well as an
electrifying meditation on the evasions of marriage,
motherhood, feminism, and privilege.
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Southern Lady Code: Essays

Helen Ellis

"I loved it." —Ann Patchett The bestselling author
of American Housewife ("Dark, deadpan and truly
inventive." --The New York Times Book Review) is back with
a fiercely funny collection of essays on marriage and
manners, thank-you notes and three-ways, ghosts,
gunshots, gynecology, and the Calgon-scented, onion-
dipped, monogrammed art of living as a Southern
Lady.Helen Ellis has a mantra: "If you don't have something
nice to say, say something not-so-nice in a nice way." Say
"weathered" instead of "she looks like a cake left out in the
rain." Say "early-developed" instead of "brace face and B
cups." And for the love of Coke Salad, always say "Sorry
you saw something that offended you" instead of "Get that
stick out of your butt, Miss Prissy Pants." In these twenty-
three raucous essays Ellis transforms herself into a
dominatrix Donna Reed to save her marriage, inadvertently
steals a $795 Burberry trench coat, witnesses a man fake
his own death at a party, avoids a neck lift, and finds a
black-tie gown that gives her the confidence of a drag
queen. While she may have left her home in Alabama,
married a New Yorker, forgotten how to drive, and
abandoned the puffy headbands of her youth, Helen Ellis is
clinging to her Southern accent like mayonnaise to white
bread, and offering readers a hilarious, completely singular
view on womanhood for both sides of the Mason-Dixon.
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The Damascus Road: A Novel of Saint Paul

Jay Parini

From the author of the international bestseller The
Last Station, a superb historical novel of the Apostle Paul,
whose tireless and epic preaching of the message of Jesus
brought Christianity into existence and changed human
history forever.In the years after Christ's crucifixion, Paul of
Tarsus, a prosperous tentmaker and Jewish scholar, took it
upon himself to persecute the small groups of his followers
that sprung up. But on the road to Damascus, he had some
sort of blinding vision, a profound conversion experience
that transformed Paul into the most effective and influential
messenger Christianity has ever had. In The Damascus
Road novelist Jay Parini brings this fascinating and ever-
controversial figure to full human life, capturing his visionary
passions and vast contradictions. In relating Paul's epic
journeys, both geographical and spiritual, he unfolds a vivid
panorama of the ancient world on the verge of epochal
change. And in the alternating voice of the Gospel writer
Luke, Paul's travel companion, scribe, and ghostwriter, a
cooler perspective on his actions and beliefs emerges --
ironic but still filled with wonder at Paul's unshakable
commitment to the Christ and his divinity.
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Honorable Exit: How a Few Brave Americans Risked All to
Save Our Vietnamese Allies at the End of the War

Thurston Clarke

A groundbreaking revisionist history of the last
days of the Vietnam War that reveals the acts of American
heroism that saved more than one hundred thousand South
Vietnamese from communist revengeIn 1973 U.S.
participation in the Vietnam War ended in a cease-fire and a
withdrawal that included promises by President Nixon to
assist the South in the event of invasion by the North. But in
early 1975, when North Vietnamese forces began a full-
scale assault, Congress refused to send arms or aid. By
early April that year, the South was on the brink of a defeat
that threatened execution or years in a concentration camp
for the untold number of South Vietnamese who had
supported the government in Saigon or worked with
Americans.     Thurston Clarke begins Honorable Exit by
describing the iconic photograph of the Fall of Saigon:
desperate Vietnamese scrambling to board a helicopter
evacuating the last American personnel from Vietnam. It is
an image of U.S. failure and shame. Or is it? By unpacking
the surprising story of heroism that the photograph actually
tells, Clarke launches into a narrative that is both a thrilling
race against time and an important corrective to the
historical record. For what is less known is that during those
final days, scores of Americans--diplomats, businessmen,
soldiers, missionaries, contractors, and spies--risked their
lives to assist their current and former translators, drivers,
colleagues, neighbors, friends, and even perfect strangers
in escape. By the time the last U.S. helicopter left Vietnam
on April 30, 1975, these righteous Americans had helped to
spirit 130,000 South Vietnamese to U.S. bases in Guam
and the Philippines. From there, the evacuees were
resettled in the U.S. and became American citizens, the
leading edge of one of America's most successful
immigrant groups.    Into this tale of heroism on the ground
Clarke weaves the political machinations of Henry Kissinger
advising President Ford in the White House while reinforcing
the delusions of the U.S. Ambassador in Saigon, who, at the
last minute, refused to depart. Groundbreaking, page-
turning, and authoritative, Honorable Exit is a deeply
moving history of Americans at a little-known finest hour.
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The Castle on Sunset : Life, Death, Love, Art, and Scandal
at Hollywood's Chateau Marmont

Shawn Levy

"Fascinating, dishy, and glimmering with insight." -
-Cheryl Strayed"A fabulously fizzy account." --Vanity Fair"I
want to live inside this book!" --Taylor Jenkins ReidThe
definitive history of Hollywood's most iconic, storied, and
scandalous hotelFor ninety years, Hollywood's brightest
stars have favored the Chateau Marmont as a home away
from home. An apartment house-turned-hotel, it has been
the backdrop for generations of gossip and folklore: 1930s
bombshell Jean Harlow took lovers during her third
honeymoon there; director Nicholas Ray slept with his
sixteen-year-old Rebel Without a Cause star Natalie Wood;
Anthony Perkins and Tab Hunter met poolside and began a
secret affair; Jim Morrison swung from the balconies, once
falling nearly to his death; John Belushi suffered a fatal
overdose in a private bungalow; Lindsay Lohan got the boot
after racking up nearly $50,000 in charges in less than two
months.Perched above the Sunset Strip like a fairytale
castle, the Chateau seems to come from another world
entirely. Its singular appearance houses an equally singular
history. While a city, an industry, and a culture have
changed around it, Chateau Marmont has welcomed the
most iconic and iconoclastic personalities in film, music, and
media. It appeals to the rich and famous not just for its
European ambiance but for its seclusion: Much of what's
happened inside the Chateau's walls has eluded the public
eye.Until now. With wit and insight, Shawn Levy recounts
the wild revelries and scandalous liaisons, the creative
breakthroughs and marital breakdowns, the births and
deaths that the Chateau has been a party to. Vivid,
salacious, and richly informed, Levy's book is a glittering
tribute to Hollywood as seen from inside the walls of its most
hallowed hotel.
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Together: A Memoir of a Marriage and a Medical Mishap

Judy Goldman

A routine procedure left novelist, memoirist, and
poet Judy Goldman's husband paralyzed. Together is her
unforgettable account of the struggle to regain their "normal"
life and a nuanced portrait of a marriage tested.When Judy
Goldman's husband of almost four decades reads a
newspaper ad for an injection to alleviate back pain, the
outpatient procedure sounds like the answer to his longtime
backaches. But rather than restoring his tennis game, the
procedure leaves him paralyzed from the waist down--a
phenomenon none of the doctors the family consults can
explain. Overnight, Goldman's world is turned upside down.
Though she has always thought of herself as the polite,
demure wife opposite her strong, brave husband, Goldman
finds herself thrown into a new role as his advocate,
navigating byzantine hospital policies, demanding and
refusing treatments, seeking solutions to help him win back
his independence.     Along the way, Goldman flashes back
to her memories of their life together. As she tries envision
her family's future, she discovers a new, more resilient
version of herself. Together is a story of the life we imagine
versus the life we lead--an elegant and empathetic
meditation on partnership, aging, and, of course, love.
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An American Summer : Love and Death in Chicago

Alex Kotlowitz

From the bestselling author of There Are No
Children Here, a richly textured, heartrending portrait of love
and death in Chicago's most turbulent neighborhoods.The
numbers are staggering: over the past twenty years in
Chicago, 14,033 people have been killed and another
roughly 60,000 wounded by gunfire. What does that do to
the spirit of individuals and community? Drawing on his
decades of experience, Alex Kotlowitz set out to chronicle
one summer in the city, writing about individuals who have
emerged from the violence and whose stories capture the
capacity--and the breaking point--of the human heart and
soul. The result is a spellbinding collection of deeply
intimate profiles that upend what we think we know about
gun violence in America. Among others, we meet a man
who as a teenager killed a rival gang member and twenty
years later is still trying to come to terms with what he's
done; a devoted school social worker struggling with her
favorite student, who refuses to give evidence in the
shooting death of his best friend; the witness to a wrongful
police shooting who can't shake what he has seen; and an
aging former gang leader who builds a place of refuge for
himself and his friends.     Applying the close-up, empathic
reporting that made There Are No Children Here a modern
classic, Kotlowitz offers a piercingly honest portrait of a city
in turmoil. These sketches of those left standing will get into
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Reel Verse : Poems About the Movies

Michael Waters, Harold Schechter

A unique Pocket Poets anthology of a hundred
years of poetic tributes to the silver screen, from the silent
film era to the present.The variety of subjects is dazzling,
from movie stars to bit players, from B-movies to Bollywood,
from Clark Gable to Jean Cocteau. More than a hundred
poets riff on their movie memories: Langston Hughes and
John Updike on the theaters of their youth, Jack Kerouac
and Robert Lowell on Harpo Marx, Sharon Olds on Marilyn
Monroe, Louise Erdrich on John Wayne, May Swenson on
the James Bond films, Terrance Hayes on early Black
cinema, Maxine Kumin on Casablanca, and Richard Wilbur
on The Prisoner of Zenda. Orson Welles, Leni Riefenstahl,
and Ingmar Bergman share the spotlight with Shirley
Temple, King Kong, and Carmen Miranda; Bonnie and
Clyde and Ridley Scott with Roshomon, Hitchcock, and
Bresson. In Reel Verse, one of our oldest art forms pays
loving homage to one of our newest—the thrilling art of
cinema.
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9781101908136
Hardcover | $27.00
Juvenile Fiction

Feb 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

Heidi
EML CHILDREN'S CLASSICS
Johanna Spyri

The story of an irrepressible orphan girl in the
Swiss Alps, written in 1881, has long been one of the most
beloved and best-selling children's classics in the world. This
hardcover edition features a gilt spine, a silk ribbon marker,
and beautiful full-color illustrations by Austrian artist William
Sharp.Heidi's story begins when she is orphaned at the age
of five and sent to live with her reclusive, embittered
grandfather on a mountainside above a Swiss village.
Heidi's grandfather has been estranged from the villagers
for years and he resents the child's arrival, but she wins his
affection with her enthusiasm and cheer. Her rural idyll is
cruelly interrupted, however, when her aunt sends her to the
city to be a hired companion to a wealthy girl in a
wheelchair. Clara is delighted by her new friend, but the
family's strict housekeeper tries to repress Heidi's high
spirits and the girl begins to waste away, pining for her
mountain home. The resolution of Heidi's dilemma
transforms the lives of everyone around her and has
entranced readers for generations with its vision of the joys
of country life and the power of love and friendship.

Everyman's Library
384 pages

9781101908129
Hardcover | $19.95

Poetry
Mar 12, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Poems of Paris

Emily Fragos

A beautiful hardcover Pocket Poets anthology of
poems from across the ages inspired by the City of
LightPerhaps no other European city has so captured the
poetic imagination as has Paris. Poems of Paris covers a
wide range of time, from the Renaissance to the present,
and includes not only the pantheon of classic French poets,
from Ronsard to Baudelaire to Mallarmé, but also tributes by
visitors to the city and famous expatriates from all over the
world, including Pablo Neruda, Samuel Beckett, Rainer
Maria Rilke, Vladimir Nabokov, Zelda Fitzgerald, Gertrude
Stein, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Charles Bukowski, and many
more. All the famous sights of Paris are touched on here,
from Notre-Dame to the Eiffel Tower, as are such classic
Parisian themes as food, drink, and love, and famous
events from the Revolution to the Resistance.

Everyman's Library
256 pages

9781101908051
Hardcover | $54.00

Fiction
Jun 4, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

The L.A. Quartet : The Black Dahlia, The Big Nowhere, L.A.
Confidential, White Jazz
EML CONTEMP CLASSICS
James Ellroy, Tom Nolan

Here in one volume is James Ellroy's first great
body of work, an epic re-envisioning of postwar Los
Angeles--etched in red and black and film-noir grays.The
Black Dahlia depicts the secret infrastructure of L.A.'s most
sensational murder case. A young cop morphs into
obsessed lover and lust-crazed avenger. The Dahlia claims
him. She is the deus ex machina of a boomtown in
extremis. The cop's rogue investigation is a one-way ticket
to hell.The Big Nowhere blends the crime novel and the
political novel. It is winter, 1950--and the L.A. County Grand
Jury is out to slam movieland Reds. It's a reverential shuck--
and the three cops assigned to the job are out to grab all the
glory they can. A series of brutal sex killings intervenes, and
the job goes all-the-way bad.L.A. Confidential is the great
novel of Los Angeles in the 1950s. Political corruption.
Scandal-rag journalism. Bad racial juju and gangland wars.
Six local stiffs slaughtered in an all-night hash house. The
glorious and overreaching LAPD on an unprecedented
scale.White Jazz gives us the tortured confession of a
corrupt cop going down for the count. He's a slumlord, a
killer, a parasitic exploiter. He's a pawn in a series of police
power plays and starting to see that he's being had. He's
just met a woman. Thus, he's determined to claw his way
out of the horrifying world he's created--and he's determined
to tell us everything.The L.A. Quartet is a groundbreaking
work of American popular fiction.

Everyman's Library
1416 pages

9781101908044
Hardcover | $47.00

Fiction
Jun 4, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

The Underworld U.S.A. Trilogy, Volume I : American
Tabloid, The Cold Six Thousand
EML CONTEMP CLASSICS
James Ellroy, Thomas Mallon

"America was never innocent."Thus begins the
Underworld U.S.A. Trilogy. It's James Ellroy's pop history of
the 1960s, his window-peeper's view of government
misconduct, his dirty trickster's take on the great events of
an incendiary era. It's a tour de force of the American idiom,
and an acknowledged masterpiece. American Tabloid gives
us Jack Kennedy's ride, seen from an insider's perspective.
We're there for the rigged 1960 election. We're there for the
Bay of Pigs fiasco. We're the eyes and ears and souls of
three rogue cops who've signed on for the ride and come to
see Jack as their betrayer. We're Jack's pimps and hatchet
men, and we're there for that baroque slaying in Dallas.The
Cold Six Thousand takes us from Dallas to Vietnam to
Memphis to the kitchen of the Ambassador Hotel in L.A.
We're rubbing shoulders with RFK and MLK, calamitous
klansmen, noted mafiosi. We're forced to relive the
American sixties--and we come away breathless.The first
two books of the Underworld U.S.A. Trilogy revisit the most
anarchic decade in our history. They are defined by their
brutal linguistic flair and reckless panache.

Everyman's Library
1176 pages

9780525656036
Hardcover | $24.00

Fiction
Apr 9, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Russian Stories
EML POCKET CLASSICS
Christoph Keller

Two centuries of short stories by twenty-five titans
of Russian literature, from Pushkin and Gogol to Tatyana
Tolstaya and Svetlana Alexievich--in the beautifully jacketed
Pocket Classics series.Russian Stories rounds up
marvelous short stories by all the Russian heavyweights,
including Pushkin, Gogol, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, Turgenev,
Chekhov, Bulgakov, and Nabokov, and continuing up to
contemporary writers such as Tatyana Tolstaya and the
recent Nobel Prize-winner Svetlana Alexievich. There is no
similar one-volume collection of the best of the Russian
greats in English, and especially none that include as many
women as this one does, including a story by the recently
rediscovered Teffi, who was widely hailed a century ago in
Russia as "the female Chekhov." From the fate-changing
storms that sweep through Alexander Pushkin's "The
Blizzard" and Leo Tolstoy's "The Snow Storm" to the
political whirlwind of perestroika that shapes Vladimir
Sorokin's 1985 story "Start of the Season" to the aftermath
of the collapse of the Soviet Union as experienced by
ordinary people in Alexievich's "Landscape of Loneliness,"
these riveting stories chronicle not only the particular
dramas and upheavals of the Russian people but also the
tribulations and triumphs of the human spirit.

Everyman's Library
432 pages

9781101908099
Hardcover | $37.00

Fiction
Apr 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

Lucky Per

Henrik Pontoppidan, Naomi Lebowitz, Garth Risk Hallberg

A true neglected classic, this sweeping 1904
novel is a Modernist masterpiece and arguably "the great
Danish novel"-- but is only newly available in English.Lucky
Per is a bildungsroman about the ambitious son of a
clergyman who rejects his faith and flees his restricted life in
the Danish countryside for the capital city. Per is a gifted
young man who arrives in Copenhagen believing that "you
had to hunt down luck as if it were a wild creature, a
crooked-fanged beast . . . and capture and bind it." Per's
love interest, a Jewish heiress, is both the strongest
character in the book and one of the greatest Jewish
heroines of European literature. Per becomes obsessed with
a grand engineering scheme that he believes will reshape
both Denmark's landscape and its minor place in the world;
eventually, both his personal and his career ambitions come
to grief. At its heart, the story revolves around the question
of the relationship of "luck" to "happiness" (the Danish word
in the title can have both meanings), a relationship Per
comes to see differently by the end of his life.

Everyman's Library
664 pages

9780525433248
Paperback | $22.95
Health & Fitness

Dec 31, 2018
Ctn Qty: 24

The Better Brain Solution : How to Sharpen Cognitive
Function and Prevent Memory Loss at Any Age

Steven Masley

In this step-by-step guide to enhancing cognitive
function and fighting—and even reversing—memory loss,
Dr. Steven Masley (bestselling author of The 30-Day Heart
Tune-Up) lays out a four-pillar diet-and-lifestyle approach to
improving brain health, focusing on food, nutrients, exercise,
and stress management. Based on more than a decade of
clinical research, The Better Brain Solution provides the
tools you need to fight back. Here, Dr. Masley explains
exactly how changes in the way you eat and live can
reverse elevated blood sugar levels and in the process
improve cognitive performance and avert memory loss.
Research has shown that insulin resistance, a condition that
can lead to diabetes, can also cause memory loss and
dementia, including Alzheimer’s disease. Plus fifty delicious,
easy-to-prepare recipes specially designed for optimal brain
and body health, along with a practical way to assess
cognitive function, and much, much more.

Vintage
384 pages

9780525432685
Paperback | $22.00

Fiction
Jan 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Flight Attendant: A Novel
VINTAGE CONTEMPORARIES
Chris Bohjalian

A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A WALL
STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLERA USA TODAY
BESTSELLER A NATIONAL INDIEBOUND
BESTSELLER From the author of The Guest Room, a
powerful story about the ways an entire life can change in
one night: A flight attendant wakes up in the wrong hotel, in
the wrong bed, with a dead man - and no idea what
happened. Cassandra Bowden is no stranger to hungover
mornings. She's a binge drinker, her job with the airline
making it easy to find adventure, and the occasional
blackouts seem to be inevitable. She lives with them, and
the accompanying self-loathing. When she awakes in a
Dubai hotel room, she tries to piece the previous night back
together, counting the minutes until she has to catch her
crew shuttle to the airport. She quietly slides out of bed,
careful not to aggravate her already pounding head, and
looks at the man she spent the night with. She sees his
dark hair. His utter stillness. And blood, a slick, still wet pool
on the crisp white sheets. Afraid to call the police - she's a
single woman alone in a hotel room far from home - Cassie
begins to lie. She lies as she joins the other flight attendants
and pilots in the van. She lies on the way to Paris as she
works the first class cabin. She lies to the FBI agents in New
York who meet her at the gate. Soon it's too late to come
clean-or face the truth about what really happened back in

Vintage
368 pages
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9781101911181
Paperback | $19.95

Literary
Collections
Jan 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

I'm Not Here to Give a Speech
VINTAGE INTERNATIONAL
Gabriel Garcia Marquez

Available in English for the first time in the U.S., a
collection of the speeches of Nobel Prize-winning author
Gabriel García Márquez.Throughout his life, Gabriel García
Márquez spoke publicly with the same passion and energy
that marked his writing. Now the wisdom and compassion of
these performances are available in English for the first
time. I'm Not Here to Give a Speech records key events
throughout the author's life, from a farewell to his
classmates delivered when he was only seventeen to his
Nobel Prize acceptance speech. Written across a lifetime,
these speeches chart the growth of a genius: each is a
snapshot offering insights into the beliefs and ideas of a
world- renowned storyteller. Preserving García Márquez's
unmistakeable voice for future generations, I'm Not Here to
Give a Speech is a must-have for anyone who ever fell in
love with Macondo or cherished a battered copy of Love in
the Time of Cholera.

Vintage
160 pages

9780525563648
Paperback | $19.95

Self-Help
Dec 4, 2018
Ctn Qty: 24

Silence: In the Age of Noise

Erling Kagge, Becky L Crook

What is silence? Where can it be found? Why is
it now more important than ever?   In this astonishing and
transformative meditation, Erling Kagge, famed Norwegian
explorer and the first person to reach the South Pole alone,
explores the silence around us, the silence within us, and
the silence we must create. By recounting his own
experiences and discussing the observations of poets,
artists, and explorers, Kagge shows us why silence is
essential to our sanity and happiness—and how it can
open doors to wonder and gratitude.
Vintage
160 pages

9780525436379
Paperback | $21.00

Philosophy
Jan 15, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Common Good

Robert B Reich

Robert B. Reich makes a powerful case for the
expansion of America’s moral imagination. Rooting his
argument in common sense and everyday reality, he
demonstrates that a common good constitutes the very
essence of any society or nation. Societies, he says,
undergo virtuous cycles that reinforce the common good as
well as vicious cycles that undermine it, one of which
America has been experiencing for the past five decades.
This process can and must be reversed. But first we need
to weigh the moral obligations of citizenship and carefully
consider how we relate to honor, shame, patriotism, truth,
and the meaning of leadership. Powerful, urgent, and utterly
vital, this is a heartfelt missive from one of our foremost
political thinkers.

Vintage
208 pages

9780345802842
Paperback | $23.00

Science
Apr 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Wizard and the Prophet : Two Remarkable Scientists
and Their Dueling Visions to Shape Tomorrow's World

Charles Mann

From the best-selling, award-winning author of
1491 and 1493--an incisive portrait of the two little-known
twentieth-century scientists, Norman Borlaug and William
Vogt, whose diametrically opposed views shaped our ideas
about the environment, laying the groundwork for how
people in the twenty-first century will choose to live in
tomorrow's world. In forty years, Earth's population will
reach ten billion. Can our world support that? What kind of
world will it be? Those answering these questions generally
fall into two deeply divided groups--Wizards and Prophets,
as Charles Mann calls them in this balanced, authoritative,
nonpolemical new book. The Prophets, he explains, follow
William Vogt, a founding environmentalist who believed that
in using more than our planet has to give, our prosperity will
lead us to ruin. Cut back! was his mantra. Otherwise
everyone will lose! The Wizards are the heirs of Norman
Borlaug, whose research, in effect, wrangled the world in
service to our species to produce modern high-yield crops
that then saved millions from starvation. Innovate! was
Borlaug's cry. Only in that way can everyone win! Mann
delves into these diverging viewpoints to assess the four
great challenges humanity faces--food, water, energy,
climate change--grounding each in historical context and
weighing the options for the future. With our civilization on
the line, the author's insightful analysis is an essential
addition to the urgent conversation about how our children
will fare on an increasingly crowded Earth.

Vintage
640 pages

9780525565345
Paperback | $13.50

Poetry
Jan 22, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

New Hampshire
VINTAGE CLASSICS
Robert Frost

A Vintage Classics edition of Frost's 1923
collection of poems that won the Pulitzer Prize and contains
some of his most famous and beloved poems. Includes the
original woodcut illustrations, not in print elsewhere.Robert
Frost won the first of his four Pulitzer Prizes with this
collection, published in 1923. It contains some of his most
enduring and best-known poems, including "Nothing Gold
Can Stay," "Fire and Ice," "The Need of Being Versed in
Country Things," and "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy
Evening." Included in this edition are the original woodcut
illustrations of rural scenes, done in the Arts and Crafts style
by J. J. Lankes.
Vintage
128 pages

9781101971611
Paperback | $22.00

Fiction
Jan 22, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Ghost Notebooks: A Novel

Ben Dolnick

A Belletrist Book Club PickWhen Nick Beron and
Hannah Rampe decide to move from New York City to the
tiny upstate town of Hibernia, they’re in desperate need of a
change: their careers have flatlined, the city is exhausting,
and they’ve reached a relationship stalemate. So Hannah
accepts a job as live-in director of the Wright Historic House,
a museum dedicated to an obscure nineteenth-century
philosopher whose life was marred by tragedy.At first, life in
this old, creaky house feels cozy. Nick and Hannah explore
the deserted museum at night, wandering the twisting halls
and sneakily trying out the former owners’ original master
bed. But as summer turns to fall, Hannah begins to have
trouble sleeping; reluctantly, she tells Nick she’s hearing
whispers in the night. Then one morning, Nick wakes up to
find Hannah gone. In his frantic search for her, Nick will
discover the hidden legacy of Wright House: a man driven
wild with grief, and a spirit aching for home.

Vintage
256 pages

9781101971321
Paperback | $22.95

Social Science
Jan 22, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Off the Charts: The Hidden Lives and Lessons of American
Child Prodigies

Ann Hulbert

Ann Hulbert’s in-depth exploration of the lives of
sixteen extraordinary children over the course of the past
century casts new light on America’s current obsession with
early achievement. The figures she profiles include math
genius Norbert Wiener, founder of cybernetics; two girls
whose fiction and poetry stirred debate in the 1920s; the
movie superstar Shirley Temple; the African-American
pianist and composer Philippa Schuyler; the chess
champion Bobby Fischer; computer pioneers and
“prodigious savants” with autism; and musical prodigies,
present and past. Hulbert probes the changing roles of
parents and teachers as well as of psychologists and a
curious press. Above all, she delves into the feelings of the
prodigies themselves, whose stories so intriguingly raise
hopes about untapped human potential and questions
about how best to nurture it.

Vintage
400 pages

9780525435884
Paperback | $23.95

Fiction
Feb 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Same Same: A Novel

Peter Mendelsund

In the shifting sands of the desert, near an
unnamed metropolis, there is an institute where various
fellows come to undertake projects of great significance. But
when our sort-of hero, Percy Frobisher, arrives, surrounded
by the simulated environment of the glass-enclosed dome
of the Institute, his mind goes completely blank. When he
spills something on his uniform—a major faux pas—he
learns about a mysterious shop where you can take
something, utter the command “same same,” and receive a
replica even better than the original. Imagining a world in
which simulacra have as much value as the real—so much
so that any distinction between the two vanishes, and even
language seeks to reproduce meaning through ever more
degraded copies of itself—Peter Mendelsund has crafted a
deeply unsettling novel about what it means to exist and to
create . . . and a future that may not be far off.

Vintage
496 pages
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9781101970164
Paperback | $22.00

Business &
Economics
Jan 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Elastic: Unlocking Your Brain's Ability to Embrace Change

Leonard Mlodinow

The best-selling author of Subliminal and The
Drunkard’s Walk teaches you how to tap into the hidden
power of your brain.   “Elastic is a book that will help you
survive the whirlwind.” —Daniel H. Pink, author
of When and A Whole New MindNamed to the 800-CEO-
READ Business Book Awards Longlist  In this startling and
provocative look at how the human mind deals with change,
Leonard Mlodinow shows us to unleash the natural abilities
we all possess so we can thrive in dynamic and troubled
times. Truly original minds capitalize when everyone else
struggles. And most of us assume that these abilities are
innate, reserved for a select few. But Mlodinow reveals that
we all possess them, that we all have encoded in our brains
a skill he terms elastic thinking—and he guides us in how to
harness it. Drawing on groundbreaking research,
Mlodinow outlines how we can learn to let go of comfortable
ideas and become accustomed to ambiguity and
contradiction; how we can rise above conventional mindsets
and reframe the questions we ask; and how we can improve
our ability to solve problems and generate new ideas—
critical skills for achieving professional and personal
success in our quickly morphing world.

Vintage
272 pages

9780525434979
Paperback | $22.00

Fiction
Feb 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Only Child

Rhiannon Navin

International Bestseller“Emotional . . . sinks its
hooks into you from the very first sentence.” —Marie
Claire“Perfect for fans of Room, this heartbreaking but
important novel . . . reminds readers that hope can be found
in even the darkest moments.” —Real SimpleFirst grader
Zach Taylor is in his classroom when a gunman enters the
school auditorium and the unthinkable happens, irrevocably
changing the very fabric of this close-knit community.  While
Zach's mother pursues a quest for justice, and Zach’s father
retreats into his work, Zach finds solace in the healing world
of books and art. Armed with his new insights, and the
optimism and stubbornness only a child could have, Zach
becomes determined to help the adults in his life rediscover
the universal truths of love and compassion they need to
pull them through their darkest hour.A dazzling,
tenderhearted debut about healing, family, and the exquisite
wisdom of children, narrated by a six-year-old boy who
reminds us that sometimes the littlest bodies hold the
biggest hearts, and the quietest voices speak the loudest.

Vintage
304 pages

9780804172172
Paperback | $22.00

Fiction
Feb 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Sociable
VINTAGE CONTEMPORARIES
Rebecca Harrington

“Extremely funny.” --The Washington Post Elinor
Tomlinson moved to New York armed with a journalism
degree and a dream. Instead, she’s working as a nanny
and sleeping on a foam pad in a weird apartment. So when
Elinor is offered a job at Journalism.ly, the digital media
brainchild of a Silicon Valley celebrity, she jumps at the
chance. There, Elinor discovers her true gift: she has a
preternatural ability for writing sharable content. But as she
experiences professional success, the rest of her life falters:
her boyfriend dumps her, two male colleagues insist on
“mentoring” her, and a piece she writes about her personal
life lands her on local television. As Elinor grapples with the
bewildering etiquette of online dating, the preening male
ego, and the capricious nature of Internet fame, she faces a
new challenge—how to reconcile her internal self with the
world of thoughts and feelings online.

Vintage
256 pages

9780525565314
Paperback | $24.00

Literary
Collections

Feb 12, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Selected Works of Edward Said, 1966 - 2006

Edward W Said, Moustafa Bayoumi, Andrew Rubin

The renowned literary and cultural critic Edward
Said was one of our era’s most provocative and important
thinkers. This comprehensive collection of his work,
expanded from the earlier Edward Said Reader, now draws
from across his entire four-decade career, including his
posthumously published books, making it a definitive one-
volume source.   The Selected Works includes key sections
from all of Said’s books, including his groundbreaking
Orientalism; his memoir, Out of Place; and his last book, On
Late Style. Whether writing of Zionism or Palestinian self-
determination, Jane Austen or Yeats, or of music or the
media, Said’s uncompromising intelligence casts urgent
light on every subject he undertakes. The Selected Works is
a joy for the general reader and an indispensable resource
for scholars in the many fields that his work has influenced
and transformed.

Vintage
656 pages

9781524711221
Paperback | $22.00

Biography &
Autobiography

Mar 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Twentieth-Century Boy: Notebooks of the Seventies

Duncan Hannah

Celebrated painter Duncan Hannah arrived in
New York City from Minneapolis in the early 1970s as an art
student hungry for experience, game for almost anything,
and with a prodigious taste for drugs, girls, alcohol, movies,
rock and roll, books, parties, and everything else the city
had to offer. Taken directly from the notebooks Hannah kept
throughout the decade, Twentieth-Century Boy is a
fascinating, sometimes lurid, and incredibly entertaining
report from a now almost mythical time and place. Full of
outrageously bad behavior, naked ambition, fantastically
good music, and evaporating barriers of taste and decorum,
and featuring cameos from David Bowie, Andy Warhol, Patti
Smith, and many more, it is a rollicking account of an artist’s
coming of age.

Vintage
496 pages

9780345805928
Paperback | $22.95

Fiction
Feb 12, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Cloudbursts: Collected and New Stories

Thomas McGuane

ONE OF THE WALL STREET JOURNAL'S BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEARFor more than four decades,
Thomas McGuane has been heralded as an unrivaled
master of the short story. Now the arc of that achievement
appears in one definitive volume—forty-five stories,
including two new and six previously uncollected pieces. Set
in the seedy corners of Key West, the remote shore towns
of the Bahamas, and McGuane’s hallmark Big Sky country
with its vast and unforgiving landscape, these are stories of
people on the fringes of society, whose twisted pasts
meddle with their chances for companionship. Moving from
the hilarious to the tragic and back again, McGuane writes
about familial dysfunction, emotional failure, and American
loneliness, celebrating the human ability to persist through
life’s absurdities.

Vintage
576 pages

9780525565307
Paperback | $22.00

Sports &
Recreation

Feb 12, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Longest Silence

Thomas McGuane

From the highly acclaimed author of Ninety-two in
the Shade and Cloudbursts comes a collection of
alternately playful and exquisite essays borne of a lifetime
spent fishing. The forty pieces in The Longest Silence—
including seven collected here for the first time—take the
reader from the tarpon of Florida to the salmon of Iceland,
from the bonefish of Mexico to the trout of Montana. They
introduce characters as varied as a highly literate Canadian
frontiersman and a devoutly Mormon river guide and
address issues ranging from the esoteric art of tying flies to
the enduring philosophy of a seventeenth-century angler to
the trials of the aging fisherman. Both reverent and hilarious
by turns, and infused with a deep experience of wildlife and
the outdoors, The Longest Silence sets the heart pounding
for a glimpse of moving water and demonstrates what
dedication to sport reveals about life.

Vintage
384 pages

9781101873465
Paperback | $22.95

Science
Feb 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Who We Are and How We Got Here : Ancient DNA and the
New Science of the Human Past

David Reich

A groundbreaking book about how ancient DNA
has profoundly changed our understanding of human
history. Geneticists like David Reich have made astounding
advances in the field of genomics, which is proving to be as
important as archeology, linguistics, and written records as
a means to understand our ancestry.  In Who We Are and
How We Got Here, Reich allows readers to discover how
the human genome provides not only all the information a
human embryo needs to develop but also the hidden story
of our species. Reich delves into how the genomic revolution
is transforming our understanding of modern humans and
how DNA studies reveal deep inequalities among different
populations, between the sexes, and among individuals.
Provocatively, Reich’s book suggests that there might very
well be biological differences among human populations but
that these differences are unlikely to conform to common
stereotypes. Drawing upon revolutionary findings and
unparalleled scientific studies, Who We Are and How We
Got Here is a captivating glimpse into humankind—where
we came from and what that says about our lives today.

Vintage
368 pages
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Science
Feb 19, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Searching for Stars on an Island in Maine

Alan Lightman

As a physicist, Alan Lightman has always held a
scientific view of the world. But one summer evening, while
looking at the stars from a small boat at sea, Lightman was
overcome by the overwhelming sensation that he was
merging with something larger than himself—an eternal
unity, something absolute and immaterial. The result is an
inspired, lyrical meditation from the acclaimed author of
Einstein's Dreams that explores these seemingly
contradictory impulses. Lightman draws on sources ranging
from Saint Augustine's conception of absolute truth to
Einstein's theory of relativity, and gives us a profound
inquiry into the human desire for truth and meaning, and a
journey along the different paths of religion and science that
become part of that quest. This small but provocative book
explores the tension between our yearning for certainty and
permanence versus the modern scientific view that all things
in the physical world are uncertain and impermanent.

Vintage
240 pages

9780345807144
Paperback | $23.00

Science
Feb 19, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Strange Order of Things: Life, Feeling, and the
Making of Cultures

Antonio Damasio

“Damasio undertakes nothing less than a
reconstruction of the natural history of the universe. . . . [A]
brave and honest book.” —The New York Times Book
Review  The Strange Order of Things is a pathbreaking
investigation into homeostasis, the condition that regulates
human physiology within the range that makes possible not
only survival but also the flourishing of life. Antonio Damasio
makes clear that we descend biologically, psychologically,
and even socially from a long lineage that begins with single
living cells; that our minds and cultures are linked by an
invisible thread to the ways and means of ancient unicellular
existence and other primitive life-forms; and that inherent in
our very chemistry is a powerful force, a striving toward life
maintenance that governs life in all its guises, including the
development of genes that help regulate and transmit life.
The Strange Order of Things is a landmark reflection that
spans the biological and social sciences, offering a new way
of understanding the origins of life, feeling, and
culture.www.antoniodamasio.com

Vintage
336 pages

9780525434535
Paperback | $22.95

Biography &
Autobiography

Feb 19, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

In Full Flight: One Woman's Quest for Atonement in Africa

John Heminway

As a member of the renowned Flying Doctors
Service, Dr. Anne Spoerry treated hundreds of thousands of
people across rural Kenya over the span of fifty years,
earning herself the cherished nickname “Mama
Daktari”—“Mother Doctor.” Yet few knew that what drove her
from post-World War II Europe to Africa was a past marked
by rebellion, submission, and personal decisions that
earned her another nickname—this one sinister—while
working as a “doctor” in a Nazi concentration camp. In Full
Flight explores the question of whether it is possible to
rewrite one’s past by doing good in the present, and takes
readers on an extraordinary journey into a dramatic life
punctuated by both courage and weakness and driven by a
powerful need to atone.

Vintage
336 pages

9780525434184
Paperback | $22.00

Fiction
Feb 19, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Aetherial Worlds

Tatyana Tolstaya

Longlisted for the National Book Award for
Translated LiteratureLonglisted for the PEN Translation
PrizeIn this dazzling collection of stories from one of
Russia’s most important writers, ordinary realities—and our
yearnings to transcend them—lead to miraculous
otherworlds. A woman’s deceased father appears in her
dreams with clues about the afterlife. A man falls in love with
a marble statue as his marriage falls apart. A child glimpses
heaven through a stained-glass window.   Tolstaya’s tales
—rendered with the emotional insight of Chekhov, the
surreal satire of Gogol, and a unique blend of humor and
poetry all her own—transmute the quotidian into aetherial
wonders. As these stories explore politics, identity, love, and
loss, they cut to the quick of the Russian psyche even as
they lay bare human universals. Whether contemplating the
intricacies of telegram delivery in Leningrad or the meditative
melancholy of holiday aspic, Tolstaya limns the stark
elements of existence and our vibrant inner lives in an
extraordinary vision of life on earth.

Vintage
256 pages

9780525564393
Paperback | $27.00

Biography &
Autobiography
Sep 10, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

What Is It All but Luminous : Notes from an Underground
Man

Art Garfunkel

"Poetic musings on a life well-lived—one that is
still moving forward, always creating, always luminous. This
isn't your typical autobiography. Garfunkel's history is told in
flowing prose, bounding from present to past, far from a
linear rags-to-riches story." —Bookreporter "It's hard to
imagine any single word that would accurately describe this
book . . . an entertaining volume that's more fun to read
than a conventional memoir might have been." —The Wall
Street Journal  "A charming book of prose and poetry
printed in a digitalized version of his handwriting . . . witty,
candid, and wildly imaginative . . . A highly intelligent man
trying to make sense of his extraordinary life." —Associated
Press From the golden-haired, curly-headed half of Simon &
Garfunkel, a memoir (of sorts)—moving, lyrical impressions,
interspersed throughout a narrative, punctuated by poetry,
musings, lists of resonant books loved and admired,
revealing a life and the making of a musician, that show us,
as well, the evolution of a man, a portrait of a life-long
friendship and of a collaboration that became the most
successful singing duo in the roiling age that embraced,
and was defined by, their pathfinding folk-rock music. In
What Is It All but Luminous, Art Garfunkel writes about
growing up in the 1940s and ‘50s (son of a traveling
salesman, listening as his father played Enrico Caruso
records), a middle-class Jewish boy, living in a redbrick
semi-attached house on Jewel Avenue in Kew Gardens,
Queens. He writes of meeting Paul Simon, the kid who
made Art laugh (they met at their graduation play, Alice in
Wonderland; Paul was the White Rabbit; Art, the Cheshire
Cat). Of their being twelve at the birth of rock’n’roll (“it was
rhythm and blues. It was black. I was captured and so was
Paul”), of a demo of their song, Hey Schoolgirl for seven
dollars and the actual record (with Paul’s father on bass)
going to #40 on the charts. He writes about their becoming
Simon & Garfunkel, ruling the pop charts from the age of
sixteen, about not being a natural performer but more a
thinker, an underground man. He writes of the hit songs;
touring; about being an actor working with directors Mike
Nichols (“the greatest of them all”), about choosing music
over a PhD in mathematics. And he writes about his long-
unfolding split with Paul, and how and why it evolved, and
after; learning to perform on his own . . . and about being a
husband, a father and much more.

Vintage
256 pages

9780525432449
Paperback | $22.95

Travel
Feb 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Our Towns: A 100,000-Mile Journey into the Heart of
America

James Fallows, Deborah Fallows

***NATIONAL BEST SELLER***For five years,
James and Deborah Fallows have travelled across America
in a single-engine prop airplane. Visiting dozens of towns,
the America they saw is acutely conscious of its problems—
from economic dislocation to the opioid scourge—but it is
also crafting solutions, with a practical-minded determination
at dramatic odds with the bitter paralysis of national politics.
At times of dysfunction on a national level, reform
possibilities have often arisen from the local level. The
Fallowses describe America in the middle of one of these
creative waves. Their view of the country is as complex and
contradictory as America itself, but it also reflects the
energy, the generosity and compassion, the dreams, and
the determination of many who are in the midst of making
things better. Our Towns is the story of their journey—and
an account of a country busy remaking itself.

Vintage
432 pages

9780525435907
Paperback | $22.95

History
Mar 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

God Save Texas: A Journey into the Soul of the Lone Star
State

Lawrence Wright

A New York Times Notable BookNational Book
Critics Circle Award FinalistAn NPR Best Book of the
YearGod Save Texas is a journey through the most
controversial state in America. It is a red state, but the cities
are blue and among the most diverse in the nation. Oil is still
king, but Texas now leads California in technology exports.
Low taxes and minimal regulation have produced
extraordinary growth, but also striking income disparities.
Texas looks a lot like the America that Donald Trump wants
to create. Bringing together the historical and the
contemporary, the political and the personal, Texas native
Lawrence Wright gives us a colorful, wide-ranging portrait of
a state that not only reflects our country as it is, but as it
may become—and shows how the battle for Texas’s soul
encompasses us all.

Vintage
368 pages

9780525435778
Paperback | $23.00

Fiction
Mar 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

First Person
VINTAGE INTERNATIONAL
Richard Flanagan

Kif Kehlmann, a young, penniless writer, thinks
he’s finally caught a break when he’s offered $10,000 to
ghostwrite the memoir of Siegfried “Ziggy” Heidl, the
notorious con man and corporate criminal. Ziggy is about to
go to trial for defrauding banks for $700 million; they have
six weeks to write the book.   But Ziggy swiftly proves
almost impossible to work with: evasive, contradictory, and
easily distracted by his still-running “business concerns”—
which Kif worries may involve hiring hitmen from their shared
office. Worse, Kif finds himself being pulled into an odd,
hypnotic, and ever-closer orbit of all things Ziggy. As the
deadline draws near, Kif becomes increasingly unsure if he
is ghostwriting a memoir, or if Ziggy is rewriting him—his life,
his future, and the very nature of the truth.   By turns comic,
compelling, and finally chilling, First Person is a haunting
look at an age where fact is indistinguishable from fiction,
and freedom is traded for a false idea of progress.

Vintage
416 pages
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Business &
Economics
Mar 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Efficiency Paradox: What Big Data Can't Do

Edward Tenner

A bold challenge to our obsession with efficiency
—and a new understanding of how to benefit from the
powerful potential of serendipity.Algorithms, multitasking,
the sharing economy, life hacks: our culture can't get
enough of efficiency. One of the great promises of the
Internet and big data revolutions is the idea that we can
improve the processes and routines of our work and
personal lives to get more done in less time than we ever
have before. There is no doubt that we're performing at
higher levels and moving at unprecedented speed, but what
if we're headed in the wrong direction?Melding the long-term
history of technology with the latest headlines and findings
of computer science and social science, The Efficiency
Paradox questions our ingrained assumptions about
efficiency, persuasively showing how relying on the
algorithms of digital platforms can in fact lead to wasted
efforts, missed opportunities, and, above all, an inability to
break out of established patterns. Edward Tenner offers a
smarter way of thinking about efficiency, revealing what we
and our institutions, when equipped with an astute
combination of artificial intelligence and trained intuition, can
learn from the random and unexpected.

Vintage
320 pages

9781400032693
Paperback | $23.00

Biography &
Autobiography

Apr 2, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Best Cook in the World: Tales from My Momma's
Southern Table

Rick Bragg

A New York Times bestsellerPart cookbook, part
memoir, The Best Cook in the World is Pulitzer Prize-winner
Rick Bragg’s loving tribute to the South, his family and,
especially, to his extraordinary mother. Here are irresistible
stories and recipes from across generations. They come,
skillet by skillet, from Bragg’s ancestors, from feasts and
near famine, from funerals and celebrations, and from a
thousand tales of family lore as rich and as sumptuous as
the dishes they inspired. Deeply personal and unfailingly
mouthwatering, The Best Cook in the World is a book to be
savored.Vintage
560 pages

9780525564690
Paperback | $23.95

Fiction
Feb 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

I the Supreme

Augusto Roa Bastos

I the Supreme imagines a dialogue between the
nineteenth-century Paraguayan dictator known as Dr.
Francia and Policarpo Patiño, his secretary and only
companion. The opening pages present a sign that they
had found nailed to the wall of a cathedral, purportedly
written by Dr. Francia himself and ordering the execution of
all of his servants upon his death. This sign is quickly
revealed to be a forgery, which takes leader and secretary
into a larger discussion about the nature of truth: “In the light
of what Your Eminence says, even the truth appears to be a
lie.” Their conversation broadens into an epic journey of the
mind, stretching across the colonial history of their nation,
filled with surrealist imagery, labyrinthine turns, and
footnotes supplied by a mysterious “compiler.” A towering
achievement from a foundational author of modern Latin
American literature, I the Supreme is a darkly comic, deeply
moving meditation on power and its abuse—and on the role
of language in making and unmaking whole worlds.

Vintage
448 pages

9780525432210
Paperback | $22.95

Biography &
Autobiography

Mar 19, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Air Traffic: A Memoir of Ambition and Manhood in America

Gregory Pardlo

From the beloved Pulitzer Prize-winning poet: an
extraordinary memoir and blistering meditation on
fatherhood, race, addiction, and ambition.   Gregory Pardlo's
father was a brilliant and charismatic man--a leading labor
organizer who presided over a happy suburban family of
four. But when he loses his job following the famous air
traffic controllers' strike of 1981, he succumbs to addiction
and exhausts the family's money on more and more
ostentatious whims. In the face of this troubling model and
disillusioned presence in the household, young Gregory
rebels. Struggling to distinguish himself on his own terms,
he hustles off to Marine Corps boot camp. He moves across
the world, returning to the United States only to take a job
as a manager-cum-barfly at his family's jazz club. Air Traffic
follows Gregory as he builds a life that honors his history
without allowing it to define his future. Slowly, he embraces
the challenges of being a poet, a son, and a father as he
enters recovery for alcoholism and tends to his family. In
this memoir, written in lyrical and sparkling prose, Gregory
tries to free himself from the overwhelming expectations of
race and class, and from the tempting yet ruinous legacy of
American masculinity. Air Traffic is a richly realized, deeply
felt ode to one man's remarkable father, to fatherhood, and
to the frustrating yet redemptive ties of family. It is also a
scrupulous, searing examination of how manhood can be
fashioned in our cultural landscape.

Vintage
288 pages

9780525432678
Paperback | $22.95

Fiction
Mar 19, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Girl Who Never Read Noam Chomsky

Jana Casale

Kirkus Reviews, "11 Debuts You Need to Pay
Attention To"HelloGiggles, "Books you don't want to
miss"Bustle, "Books you need to know"An ambitious debut,
at once timely and timeless, that captures the complexity
and joys of modern womanhood.  This novel is gem like—in
its precision, its many facets, and its containing multitudes.
Following in the footsteps of Virginia Woolf, Rona Jaffe,
Maggie Shipstead, and Sheila Heti, Jana Casale writes with
bold assurance about the female experience.   We first meet
Leda in a coffee shop on an average afternoon, notable
only for the fact that it’s the single occasion in her life when
she will eat two scones in one day. And for the cute boy
reading American Power and the New Mandarins.  Leda
hopes that, by engaging him, their banter will lead to
romance. Their fleeting, awkward exchange stalls before
flirtation blooms. But Leda’s left with one imperative thought:
she decides she wants to read Noam Chomsky. So she
promptly buys a book and never—ever—reads it.             As
the days, years, and decades of the rest of her life unfold,
we see all of the things Leda does instead, from eating
leftover spaghetti in her college apartment, to fumbling
through the first days home with her newborn daughter, to
attempting (and nearly failing) to garden in her old age. In a
collage of these small moments, we see the work—both
visible and invisible—of a woman trying to carve out a life of
meaning. Over the course of her experiences Leda comes
to the universal revelation that the best-laid-plans are not
always the path to utter fulfillment and contentment, and in
reality there might be no such thing. Lively and disarmingly
honest, The Girl Who Never Read Noam Chomsky is a
remarkable literary feat—bracingly funny, sometimes
heartbreaking, and truly feminist in its insistence that the
story it tells is an essential one.

Vintage
368 pages

9780525431992
Paperback | $22.95

Business &
Economics

Oct 29, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Bad Blood: Secrets and Lies in a Silicon Valley Startup

John Carreyrou

The Financial Times & McKinsey Business Book
of the Year   A New York Times Notable Book A
Washington Post Notable Book   One of the Best Books of
the Year: NPR, San Francisco Chronicle, Time,
Esquire, Fortune, Marie Claire, GQ, Mental Floss, Science
Friday, Bloomberg, Popular Mechanics, BookRiot, The
Seattle Times, The Oregonian, Publishers Weekly, Library
Journal In 2014, Theranos founder and CEO Elizabeth
Holmes was widely seen as the next Steve Jobs: a brilliant
Stanford dropout whose startup “unicorn” promised to
revolutionize the medical industry with its breakthrough
device, which performed the whole range of laboratory tests
from a single drop of blood. Backed by investors such as
Larry Ellison and Tim Draper, Theranos sold shares in a
fundraising round that valued the company at more than $9
billion, putting Holmes’s worth at an estimated $4.5 billion.
There was just one problem: The technology didn’t work.
Erroneous results put patients in danger, leading to
misdiagnoses and unnecessary treatments. All the while,
Holmes and her partner, Sunny Balwani, worked to silence
anyone who voiced misgivings—from journalists to their
own employees. Rigorously reported and fearlessly written,
Bad Blood is a gripping story of the biggest corporate fraud
since Enron—a tale of ambition and hubris set amid the
bold promises of Silicon Valley.

Vintage
368 pages

9780525432012
Paperback | $22.95
Political Science

Apr 2, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Tailspin: The People and Forces Behind America's Fifty-
Year Fall--and Those Fighting to Reverse It

Steven Brill

In this revelatory narrative covering the years
1967 to 2017, Steven Brill gives us a stunningly cogent
picture of the broken system at the heart of our society. He
shows us how, over the last half century, America’s core
values—meritocracy, innovation, due process, free speech,
and even democracy itself—have somehow managed to
power its decline into dysfunction. They have isolated our
best and brightest, whose positions at the top have never
been more secure or more remote. The result has been an
erosion of responsibility and accountability, an epidemic of
shortsightedness, an increasingly hollow economic and
political center, and millions of Americans gripped by apathy
and hopelessness. By examining the people and forces
behind the rise of big-money lobbying, legal and financial
engineering, the demise of private-sector unions, and a
hamstrung bureaucracy, Brill answers the question on
everyone’s mind: How did we end up this way? Finally, he
introduces us to those working quietly and effectively to
repair the damages. At once a diagnosis of our national ills,
a history of their development, and a prescription for a
brighter future, Tailspin is a work of riveting journalism—and
a welcome antidote to political despair.

Vintage
480 pages

9780525565116
Paperback | $13.50

Fiction
Apr 30, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Whose Body?: The First Lord Peter Wimsey Mystery
VINTAGE CLASSICS
Dorothy L Sayers

The first novel by one of the greatest mystery
writers of the twentieth century, in which she introduced her
popular amateur detective, Lord Peter Wimsey.A famous
London financier vanishes from his bedroom, leaving no
trace. Across town, a corpse is found in an architect's
bathtub, wearing nothing but a pair of pince-nez. The body
is not that of the missing financier, so--whose body is it?
When Lord Peter Wimsey is asked by his mother, the
Dowager Duchess of Denver, to help clear her architect of
suspicion, he eagerly obliges. With the assistance of his
valet, Bunter, a skilled amateur photographer, he quickly
becomes convinced that the two cases are linked, despite
the skepticism of the police. But what begins as an amusing
puzzle takes on darker overtones, as Lord Peter wrestles
with intrusive memories of his traumatic service in the
trenches of World War I--and as his own life is endangered
by the murderer he is about to unmask.

Vintage
208 pages
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Biography &
Autobiography

Apr 9, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Touching the Dragon: And Other Techniques for Surviving
Life's Wars

James Hatch, Christian D'Andrea

“Jimmy Hatch is a personal hero of mine.” —
Anderson Cooper “Irresistible. . . . A wounded SEAL’s
shame becomes a salvation.”  —J. Ford Huffman, Military
Times James Hatch is a former special ops Navy SEAL
senior chief, master naval parachutist, and expert military
dog trainer and handler. On his fateful final mission in
Afghanistan, his SEAL team was sent to recover Bowe
Bergdahl—the soldier who deserted his post and fell into
the hands of Al-Qaida and the Taliban. The mission went
south, and Hatch was left with a shattered femur from an
AK-47 round and the SEAL dog who fought alongside him
was dead. As a result of his horrific leg wound, his twenty-
four-year military career came to an end—and with it the
only life he’d ever known.     In Touching the Dragon, we
witness his long road to recovery. Getting well physically
required eighteen surgeries, twelve months of recovery, and
learning to walk again. But getting well mentally would prove
to be much tougher, as he fought through the depths of
despair, alcoholism, and the pull to end his own life. What
emerges is a different kind of hero’s journey, one in which
Hatch shows the courage it takes to confess, confront, and
overcome his own brokenness. Through the love of family,
friends, and his military dogs, Hatch learned remarkable
tools and found his purpose, and now he wants to share
this wisdom with the rest of us because we all have wounds.

Vintage
336 pages

9780345806314
Paperback | $23.00

History
Apr 9, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Atlas of a Lost World : Travels in Ice Age America

Craig Childs

The first people in the New World were few, their
encampments fleeting. On a side of the planet no human
had ever seen, different groups arrived from different
directions, and not all at the same time. The land they
reached was fully inhabited by megafauna—mastodons,
giant bears, mammoths, saber-toothed cats, enormous
bison, and sloths that stood one story tall. These Ice Age
explorers, hunters, and families were wildly outnumbered
and many would themselves have been prey to the much
larger animals.   In Atlas of a Lost World, Craig Childs
blends science and personal narrative to upend our notions
of where these people came from and who they were. How
they got here, persevered, and ultimately thrived is a story
that resonates from the Pleistocene to our modern era, and
reveals how much has changed since the time of mammoth
hunters, and how little. Through it, readers will see the Ice
Age, and their own age, in a whole new light.

Vintage
288 pages

9780525436218
Paperback | $23.00

Fiction
Apr 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Lost Empress: A Novel

Sergio De La Pava

FROM THE PEN/ROBERT W. BINGHAM PRIZE-
WINNING AUTHOR OF A NAKED SINGULARITY Led by a
renegade young owner out for revenge against her
traitorous family, the Paterson Pork—New Jersey’s only
Indoor Football League franchise—is challenging the Dallas
Cowboys for championship glory. Meanwhile, a brilliant and
lethal mastermind has gotten himself intentionally thrown
into prison on Rikers Island with plans to commit the most
audacious crime of all time. And is the world ending?
Maybe. Filled with impossible triumphs and grave injustices,
Lost Empress is another brilliant, hilarious, and eccentric
masterpiece from Sergio de la Pava: a vibrant exultation of
a novel, populated by a cast of unforgettable characters—
immigrants, exiles, and outsiders—who will have you
rooting for them, right up until the end.

Vintage
640 pages

9780345803023
Paperback | $23.00

History
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Imperial Twilight: The Opium War and the End of China's
Last Golden Age

Stephen R Platt

As China reclaims its position as a world power,
Imperial Twilight looks back to tell the story of the country’s
last age of ascendance and how it came to an end in the
nineteenth-century Opium War.   As one of the most potent
turning points in the country’s modern history, the Opium
War has since come to stand for everything that today’s
China seeks to put behind it. In this dramatic, epic story,
award-winning historian Stephen Platt sheds new light on
the early attempts by Western traders and missionaries to
“open” China even as China’s imperial rulers were
struggling to manage their country’s decline and Confucian
scholars grappled with how to use foreign trade to China’s
advantage. The book paints an enduring portrait of an
immensely profitable—and mostly peaceful—meeting of
civilizations that was destined to be shattered by one of the
most shockingly unjust wars in the annals of imperial history.
Brimming with a fascinating cast of British, Chinese, and
American characters, this riveting narrative of relations
between China and the West has important implications for
today’s uncertain and ever-changing political climate.

Vintage
592 pages

9780525433743
Paperback | $23.00

History
Mar 12, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Rescue Board: The Untold Story of America's Efforts to
Save the Jews of Europe

Rebecca Erbelding

WINNER OF THE NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK
AWARDFor more than a decade, a harsh Congressional
immigration policy kept most Jewish refugees out of
America, even as Hitler and the Nazis closed in. In 1944,
the United States finally acted. That year, Franklin D.
Roosevelt created the War Refugee Board, and put a young
Treasury lawyer named John Pehle in charge.  Over the
next twenty months, Pehle pulled together a team of D.C.
pencil pushers, international relief workers, smugglers,
diplomats, millionaires, and rabble-rousers to run operations
across four continents and a dozen countries. Together,
they tricked the Nazis, forged identity papers, maneuvered
food and medicine into concentration camps, recruited
spies, leaked news stories, laundered money, negotiated
ransoms, and funneled millions of dollars into Europe. They
bought weapons for the French Resistance and sliced red
tape to allow Jewish refugees to escape to Palestine. In this
remarkable work of historical reclamation, Holocaust
historian Rebecca Erbelding pieces together years of
research and newly uncovered archival materials to tell the
dramatic story of America’s little-known efforts to save the
Jews of Europe.

Anchor
400 pages

9780525434283
Paperback | $22.95

Nature
Mar 19, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Big Ones: How Natural Disasters Have Shaped Us
(and What We Can Do About Them)

Lucy Jones

By the world-renowned seismologist, a riveting
history of natural disasters, their impact on our culture, and
new ways of thinking about the ones to comeEarthquakes,
floods, tsunamis, hurricanes, volcanoes--they stem from the
same forces that give our planet life. Earthquakes give us
natural springs; volcanoes produce fertile soil. It is only
when these forces exceed our ability to withstand them that
they become disasters. Together they have shaped our
cities and their architecture; elevated leaders and toppled
governments; influenced the way we think, feel, fight, unite,
and pray. The history of natural disasters is a history of
ourselves.In The Big Ones, leading seismologist Dr. Lucy
Jones offers a bracing look at some of the world's greatest
natural disasters, whose reverberations we continue to feel
today. At Pompeii, Jones explores how a volcanic eruption
in the first century AD challenged prevailing views of
religion. She examines the California floods of 1862 and the
limits of human memory. And she probes more recent
events--such as the Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004 and the
American hurricanes of 2017--to illustrate the potential for
globalization to humanize and heal.With population in
hazardous regions growing and temperatures around the
world rising, the impacts of natural disasters are greater than
ever before. The Big Ones is more than just a work of
history or science; it is a call to action. Natural hazards are
inevitable; human catastrophes are not. With this energizing
and exhaustively researched book, Dr. Jones offers a look
at our past, readying us to face down the Big Ones in our
future.

Anchor
256 pages

9780525433750
Paperback | $22.00

Fiction
Jan 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Two Girls Down

Louisa Luna

"The thing i like to read the most are
mysteries/thrillers and this is one of THE BEST I HAVE
EVER READ." --Samantha Irby, New York Times bestselling
author of We Are Never Meeting in Real Life"I'm always
looking for a good thriller, and this just was perfect."--Nancy
Pearl, NPR's Morning Edition“Opening this book is like
arming a bomb--the suspense is relentless and the payoff is
spectacular.  Lead character Alice Vega is sensational--I
want to see lots more of her.” --Lee Child"Sensational." --
Wall Street Journal   As addictive, cinematic, and binge-
worthy a narrative as The Wire and The Killing, Two Girls
Down introduces Louisa Luna as a thriller writer of immense
talent and verve.      When two young sisters disappear from
a strip mall parking lot in a small Pennsylvania town, their
devastated family hires Alice Vega, an enigmatic bounty
hunter from California, to do what the authorities cannot.
Immediately shut out by a local police department already
stretched thin by budget cuts and the growing OxyContin
and meth epidemics, Vega enlists the help of a disgraced
former cop, Max Caplan, to cut through the local politics.  
 Vega and Cap will go to extraordinary lengths to untangle
a complex web of lies, false leads, and dangerous
relationships to locate the girls before time runs out. Two
Girls Down is intense, suspenseful, and boldly atmospheric
from the first line to its riveting conclusion.

Anchor
384 pages

9780525436065
Paperback | $22.95

Fiction
Jan 15, 2019
Ctn Qty: 40

Trenton Makes: A Novel

Tadzio Koelb

In 1946, in the hardscrabble industrial city of
Trenton, New Jersey, a woman kills her army veteran
husband in a domestic brawl—and then assumes his
identity. As Abe Kunstler, he secures a factory job, buys a
car, and successfully woos a young woman with whom he
makes a home. But for Abe, this is not enough: to complete
his transformation, he needs a son. Fast-forward to 1971,
and the certainties of midcentury triumphalism are a distant,
bitter memory, Trenton’s heyday as a factory town is long
past, and the family life Abe has so carefully constructed is
crumbling under the intolerable pressures of his long ruse.
Written in brilliantly stylized prose, Trenton Makes is the
indelibly told story of a woman determined to carve out her
share of the American Dream.

Anchor
222 pages
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9781101971581
Paperback | $22.95

Fiction
Jan 22, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Cloister

James Carroll

From National Book Award-winning writer James
Carroll comes a novel of the timeless love story of Peter
Abelard and Héloïse, and its impact on a modern priest and
a Holocaust survivor seeking sanctuary in Manhattan.Father
Michael Kavanagh is shocked when he sees a friend from
his seminary days at the altar of his humble parish in upper
Manhattan—a friend who was forced to leave under
scandalous circumstances. Compelled to reconsider the
past, Father Kavanagh wanders into the medieval haven of
the Cloisters and stumbles into a conversation with a lovely
and intriguing docent, Rachel Vedette.Having survived the
Holocaust and escaped to America, Rachel remains
obsessed with her late father’s greatest scholarly
achievement: a study demonstrating the relationship
between the famously discredited monk Peter Abelard and
Jewish scholars. Feeling an odd connection with Father
Kavanagh, Rachel shares with him the work that cost her
father his life.At the center of these interrelated stories is the
classic romance between the great philosopher Abelard and
his intellectual equal, Héloïse. For Rachel, Abelard is the
key to understanding her people’s place in history. And for
Father Kavanagh, the controversial theologian may be a
doorway to understanding the life he himself might have
had outside the Church.

Anchor
384 pages

9781101973318
Paperback | $22.00

Fiction
Feb 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

I Was Anastasia

Ariel Lawhon

New York Times Bestseller"Compelling and
utterly fascinating." —Lisa Wingate, author of Before We
Were YoursAn enthralling feat of historical suspense that
unravels the extraordinary twists and turns in Anna
Anderson's fifty-year battle to be recognized as Anastasia
Romanov. Is she the Russian Grand Duchess or the thief of
another woman's legacy? Countless others have rendered
their verdict. Now it is your turn.Russia, July 17, 1918: Under
direct orders from Vladimir Lenin, Bolshevik secret police
force Anastasia Romanov, along with the entire imperial
family, into a damp basement in Siberia, where they face a
merciless firing squad. None survive. At least that is what
the executioners have always claimed.Germany, February
17, 1920: A young woman bearing an uncanny
resemblance to Anastasia Romanov is pulled shivering and
senseless from a canal. Refusing to explain her presence in
the freezing water or even acknowledge her rescuers, she is
taken to the hospital where an examination reveals that her
body is riddled with countless horrific scars. When she finally
does speak, this frightened, mysterious young woman
claims to be the Russian grand duchess.      As rumors
begin to circulate through European society that the
youngest Romanov daughter has survived the massacre at
Ekaterinburg, old enemies and new threats are awakened.
The question of who Anna Anderson is and what actually
happened to Anastasia Romanov spans fifty years and
touches three continents. This thrilling saga is every bit as
moving and momentous as it is harrowing and twisted.

Anchor
432 pages

9780307455444
Paperback | $38.95

History
Feb 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 8

The Landmark Julius Caesar : The Complete Works:
Gallic War, Civil War, Alexandrian War, African War, and
Spanish War
LANDMARK BOOKS
Kurt A Raaflaub, Robert B Strassler

The Landmark Julius Caesar is the definitive
edition of the five works that chronicle the military
campaigns of Julius Caesar. Together, these five
narratives present a comprehensive picture of military and
political developments leading to the collapse of the
Roman republic and the advent of the Roman Empire. The
Gallic War is Caesar’s own account of his two invasions of
Britain and of conquering most of what is today France,
Belgium, and Switzerland. The Civil War describes the
conflict in the following year which, after the death of his
chief rival, Pompey, and the defeat of Pompey’s heirs and
supporters, resulted in Caesar’s emergence as the sole
power in Rome. Accompanying Caesar’s own
commentaries are three short but essential additional
works, known to us as the Alexandrian War, the African
War, and the Spanish War. These were written by three
unknown authors who were clearly eyewitnesses and
probably Roman officers. Caesar’s clear and direct prose
provides a riveting depiction of ancient warfare and, not
incidentally, a persuasive portrait for the Roman people
(and for us) of Caesar himself as a brilliant, moderate, and
effective leader—an image that was key to his final
success. Kurt A. Raaflaub’s masterful translation skillfully
brings out the clarity and elegance of Caesar’s style, and
this, together with such Landmark features as maps,
detailed annotations, appendices, and illustrations, will
provide every reader from lay person to scholar with a
rewarding and enjoyable experience.(With 2-color text,
maps, and illustrations throughout; web essays available
at http://www.thelandmarkcaesar.com/)

Anchor
896 pages

9780525562771
Paperback | $22.00

Social Science
Mar 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Brilliant, Brilliant, Brilliant Brilliant Brilliant

Joel Golby

*National Bestseller*"This is a funny and beautiful
book. What a little bastard." --Russell Brand "Every
paragraph is like doing a shot with a friend. A double." --
Caitlin MoranJoel Golby's writing for Vice and The
Guardian, with its wry observation and naked self-reflection,
has brought him a wide and devoted following. Now, in his
first book, he presents a blistering collection of new and
newly expanded essays--including the achingly funny viral
hit "Things You Only Know When Both Your Parents Are
Dead." In these pages, he travels to Saudi Arabia, where
he acts as a perplexed bystander at a camel pageant;
offers a survival guide for the modern dinner party (i.e. how
to tactfully escape at the first sign of an adult board game);
and gets pitted head-to-head, again and again, with an
unpredictable, unpitying subspecies of Londoner: the
landlord.Through it all, he shows that no matter how cruel
the misfortune, how absurd the circumstance, there's
always the soft punch of a lesson tucked within. This is a
book for anyone who overshares, overthinks, has ever felt
lost or confused--and who wants to have a good laugh
about it.

Anchor
304 pages

9780525434993
Paperback | $22.95

Fiction
Mar 12, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Gateway to the Moon: A Novel

Mary Morris

In 1492, two history-altering events occurred: the
Jews and Muslims of Spain were expelled, and Columbus
set sail for the New World. Many Spanish Jews chose not to
flee and instead became Christian in name only, maintaining
their religious traditions in secret. Among them was Luis de
Torres, who accompanied Columbus as an interpreter. Over
the centuries, de Torres’ descendants traveled across North
America, finally settling in the hills of New Mexico. Now,
some five hundred years later, it is in these same hills that
Miguel Torres, a young amateur astronomer, finds himself
trying to understand the mystery that surrounds him and the
town he grew up in: Entrada de la Luna, or Gateway to the
Moon. Poor health and poverty are the norm in Entrada,
and luck is rare. So when Miguel sees an ad for a
babysitting job in Santa Fe, he jumps at the opportunity. The
family for whom he works, the Rothsteins, are Jewish, and
Miguel is surprised to find many of their customs similar to
those his own family kept but never understood. Braided
throughout the present-day narrative are the powerful
stories of the ancestors of Entrada’s residents, portraying
both the horrors of the Inquisition and the resilience of
families. Moving and unforgettable, Gateway to the Moon
beautifully weaves the journeys of the converso Jews into
the larger American story.

Anchor
352 pages

9780525434542
Paperback | $22.00

Science
Apr 2, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Future of Humanity : Our Destiny in the Universe

Michio Kaku

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLERThe #1
bestselling author of The Future of the Mind traverses the
frontiers of astrophysics, artificial intelligence, and
technology to offer a stunning vision of man's future in
space, from settling Mars to traveling to distant galaxies.We
are entering a new Golden Age of space exploration. With
irrepressible enthusiasm and a deep understanding of the
cutting-edge research in space travel, World-renowned
physicist and futurist Dr. Michio Kaku presents a compelling
vision of how humanity may develop a sustainable
civilization in outer space. He reveals the developments in
robotics, nanotechnology, and biotechnology that may allow
us to terraform and build habitable cities on Mars and
beyond. He then journeys out of our solar system and
discusses how new technologies such as nanoships, laser
sails, and fusion rockets may actually make interstellar travel
a possibility. We travel beyond our galaxy, and even beyond
our universe, as Kaku investigates some of the hottest
topics in science today, including warp drive, wormholes,
hyperspace, parallel universes, and the multiverse.
Ultimately, he shows us how humans may someday achieve
a form of immortality and be able to leave our bodies
entirely, laser porting to new havens in space.

Anchor
368 pages

9780525564591
Paperback | $21.95

Drama
May 21, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Notes from the Field

Anna Deavere Smith

Anna Deavere Smith’s extraordinary form of
documentary theater shines a light on injustices by
portraying the real-life people who have experienced them.
In Notes from the Field, she renders a host of figures who
have lived and fought the system that pushes students of
color out of the classroom and into prisons. (As Smith has
put it: “Rich kids get mischief, poor kids get pathologized
and incarcerated.”) Using people’s own words, culled from
interviews and speeches, Smith depicts Rev. Jamal
Harrison Bryant, who eulogized Freddie Gray; Niya Kenny,
a high school student who confronted a violent police
deputy; activist Bree Newsome, who took the Confederate
flag down from the South Carolina State House grounds;
and many others. Their voices bear powerful witness to a
great iniquity of our time—and call us to action with their
accounts of resistance and hope.

Anchor
192 pages

9780525434641
Paperback | $22.00

Fiction
Apr 9, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Glitch: A Novel

Elisabeth Cohen

A fast, funny, deeply hilarious debut--The Glitch is
the story of a high-profile, TED Talk-ing, power-posing
Silicon Valley CEO and mother of two who has it all under
control, until a woman claiming to be a younger version of
herself appears, causing a major glitch in her
overscheduled, overstaffed, overworked life.Shelley Stone,
wife, mother, and CEO of the tech company Conch, is
committed to living her most efficient life. She takes her "me
time" at 3:30 a.m. on the treadmill, power naps while waiting
in line, schedules sex with her husband for when they are
already changing clothes, and takes a men's multivitamin
because she refuses to participate in her own oppression.
But when she meets a young woman also named Shelley
Stone who has the same exact scar on her shoulder,
Shelley has to wonder: Is she finally buckling under all the
pressure? Completely original, brainy, and laugh-out-loud
funny, The Glitch introduces one of the most memorable
characters in recent fiction and offers a riotous look into
work, marriage, and motherhood in our absurd world.

Anchor
368 pages
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Fiction
Jan 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

Old Newgate Road: A novel

Keith Scribner

From the author of The Oregon Experiment, the
story of a father's return to his childhood home, the site of
unspeakable tragedy, and of the complex and often warring
obligations--not least forgiveness--we have to our family, our
friends, and our past.Old Newgate Road runs through the
tobacco fields of northern Connecticut that once drove the
local economy. It's where Cole Callahan spent his youth, in
a historic white colonial that his family was devoted to
restoring--painstakingly, relentlessly, pointlessly. But the
famous claim that you can't go home again falls far short in
this instance. Cole has not come back to this house, to this
street, in thirty years--not since he was a teenager, when
one night his father murdered his mother in a fit of rage.
Now, however, he finally dares to risk it, ostensibly to collect
precious material for his construction business on the west
coast, and is shocked to discover his elderly father, freed
from prison, living alone in their old home, and succumbing
to dementia. Compelled by a sense of responsibility to a
man he hates, and confronted in middle age by everything
he'd left unfinished when he fled this place in his aborted
childhood, he finds that the time for a reckoning has at last
come. Matters grow even more complicated when his
estranged wife calls to say their ultra-progressive, rabble-
rousing son has run up against the law and been expelled
from high school. And so Cole summons Daniel to East
Granby to work in the tobacco fields--his own job growing
up--and soon their lives are enmeshed with the family
legacy, and with Cole's boyhood sweetheart as well as his
nemesis. What unfolds over this summer surprises and
challenges them all, as they contend with the sinister history
they share and desperately try to invent a future that isn't
doomed by it.Moving, insightful, and suspenseful, Old
Newgate Road is a masterful portrait of a haunted family
and successive generations of men struggling against all
odds and often violent impulses to truly know one another
and their loved ones, and to somehow come to terms with
themselves.

Alfred A. Knopf
320 pages

9781524732714
Hardcover | $33.95

Biography &
Autobiography

Jan 15, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

Inheritance: A Memoir of Genealogy, Paternity, and Love

Dani Shapiro

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “A gripping
genetic detective story, and a meditation on the meaning of
parenthood and family.” —Jennifer Egan, author
of Manhattan Beach    From the acclaimed, best-selling
memoirist and novelist—“a writer of rare talent” (Cheryl
Strayed)—a memoir about the staggering family secret
uncovered by a genealogy test: an exploration of the urgent
ethical questions surrounding fertility treatments and DNA
testing, and a profound inquiry of paternity, identity, and
love.What makes us who we are? What combination of
memory, history, biology, experience, and that ineffable
thing called the soul defines us?      In the spring of 2016,
through a genealogy website to which she had whimsically
submitted her DNA for analysis, Dani Shapiro received the
stunning news that her father was not her biological father.
She woke up one morning and her entire history--the life
she had lived--crumbled beneath her. Inheritance is a book
about secrets--secrets within families, kept out of shame or
self-protectiveness; secrets we keep from one another in the
name of love. It is the story of a woman's urgent quest to
unlock the story of her own identity, a story that has been
scrupulously hidden from her for more than fifty years, years
she had spent writing brilliantly, and compulsively, on
themes of identity and family history. It is a book about the
extraordinary moment we live in--a moment in which science
and technology have outpaced not only medical ethics but
also the capacities of the human heart to contend with the
consequences of what we discover.

Alfred A. Knopf
272 pages

9780525654674
Hardcover | $35.95

Fiction
Jan 22, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

The Weight of a Piano : A novel

Chris Cander

For fans of Ann Patchett's Bel Canto, Annie
Proulx's Accordion Crimes, Amanda Coplin's The
OrchardistA tour-de-force about two women and the piano
that inexorably ties their lives together through time and
across continents, for better and for worse.In 1962, in the
Soviet Union, eight-year-old Katya is bequeathed what will
become the love of her life: a Blüthner piano, built at the
turn of the century in Germany, on which she discovers
everything that she herself can do with music and what
music, in turn, does for her. Yet after marrying, she
emigrates with her young family from Russia to America, at
her husband's frantic insistence, and her piano is lost in the
s h u f f l e .     In 2012, in Bakersfield, California, twenty-six-
year-old Clara Lundy loses another boyfriend and again has
to find a new apartment, which is complicated by the gift her
father had given her for her twelfth birthday, shortly before
he and her mother died in a fire that burned their house
down: a Blüthner upright she has never learned to play.
Orphaned, she was raised by her aunt and uncle, who in his
car-repair shop trained her to become a first-rate mechanic,
much to the surprise of her subsequent customers. But this
work, her true mainstay in a scattered life, is put on hold
when her hand gets broken while the piano's being moved--
and in sudden frustration she chooses to sell it. And what
becomes crucial is who the most interested party turns out
to be. . .

Alfred A. Knopf
336 pages

9780451493026
Hardcover | $34.95

Biography &
Autobiography

Jan 29, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

Black Is the Body : Stories from My Grandmother's Time,
My Mother's Time, and Mine

Emily Bernard

An extraordinary, exquisitely written memoir (of
sorts) that looks at race--in a fearless, penetrating, honest,
true way--in twelve telltale, connected, deeply personal
essays that explore, up-close, the complexities and
paradoxes, the haunting memories and ambushing realities
of growing up black in the South with a family name
inherited from a white man, of getting a PhD from Yale, of
marrying a white man from the North, of adopting two
babies from Ethiopia, of teaching at a white college and
living in America's New England today. From the acclaimed
editor of Remember Me to Harlem: The Letters of Langston
Hughes and Carl Van Vechten ("A major contribution,"
Henry Louis Gates; "Magnificent," Washington Post)."I am
black--and brown, too," writes Emily Bernard. "Brown is the
body I was born into. Black is the body of the stories I
tell."    And the storytelling, and the mystery of Bernard's
storytelling, of getting to the truth, begins with a stabbing in
a New England college town. Bernard writes how, when she
was a graduate student at Yale, she walked into a coffee
shop and, along with six other people, was randomly
attacked by a stranger with a knife ("I remember making the
decision not to let the oddness of this stranger bother me").
"I was not stabbed because I was black," she writes (the
attacker was white), "but I have always viewed the violence I
survived as a metaphor for the violent encounter that has
generally characterized American race relations. There was
no connection between us, yet we were suddenly and
irreparably bound by a knife, an attachment that cost us
both: him, his freedom; me, my wholeness."    Bernard
explores how that bizarre act of violence set her free and
unleashed the storyteller in her ("The equation of writing and
regeneration is fundamental to black American experience").
    She writes in Black Is the Body how each of the essays
goes beyond a narrative of black innocence and white guilt,
how each is anchored in a mystery, and how each sets out
to discover a new way of telling the truth as the author has
lived it. "Blackness is an art, not a science. It is a paradox:
intangible and visceral; a situation and a story. It is the
thread that connects these essays, but its significance as
an experience emerges randomly, unpredictably . . . Race is
the story of my life, and therefore black is the body of this
book."    And what most interests Bernard is looking at
"blackness at its borders, where it meets whiteness in fear
and hope, in anguish and love."
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Lady First: The World of First Lady Sarah Polk

Amy S Greenberg

The little-known story of remarkable First Lady
Sarah Polk--a brilliant master of the art of high politics and a
crucial but unrecognized figure in the history of American
feminism.While the Woman's Rights convention was taking
place at Seneca Falls in 1848, First Lady Sarah Childress
Polk was wielding influence unprecedented for a woman in
Washington, D.C. Yet, while history remembers the women
of the convention, it has all but forgotten Sarah Polk. Now, in
her riveting biography, Amy S. Greenberg brings Sarah's
story into vivid focus. We see Sarah as the daughter of a
frontiersman who raised her to discuss politics and business
with men; we see the savvy and charm she brandished in
order to help her brilliant but unlikeable husband, James K.
Polk, ascend to the White House. We watch as she
exercises truly extraordinary power as First Lady: quietly
manipulating elected officials, shaping foreign policy, and
directing a campaign in support of America's expansionist
war against Mexico. And we meet many of the enslaved
men and women whose difficult labor made Sarah's political
success possible.Lady First also shines a light on Sarah's
many layers and contradictions. While her marriage to
James was one of equals, she firmly opposed the feminist
movement's demands for what she perceived to be far-
reaching equality. She banned dancing and hard liquor from
the White House, but did more entertaining than any of her
predecessors. During the Civil War, she operated on behalf
of the Confederacy even though she claimed to be neutral.
And in the late nineteenth-century, she became a celebrity
among female Christian temperance reformers, while she
struggled to redeem her husband's tarnished political
legacy.Sarah Polk's life spanned nearly the entirety of the
19th-century. But her own legacy, which profoundly
transformed the South, continues to endure.
Comprehensive, nuanced, and brimming with invaluable
insight, Lady First is a revelation of our eleventh First Lady's
complex but essential part in American feminism.
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Lost Children Archive: A novel

Valeria Luiselli

“The novel truly becomes novel again in Luiselli’s
hands—electric, elastic, alluring, new.” --Parul Sehgal, The
New York Times"Impossibly smart, full of beauty, heart and
insight . . . Everyone should read this book." --Tommy
OrangeLonglisted for the Women’s Prize for Fiction From
the two-time NBCC Finalist, an emotionally resonant,
fiercely imaginative new novel about a family whose road
trip across America collides with an immigration crisis at the
southwestern border--an indelible journey told with
breathtaking imagery, spare lyricism, and profound
humanity.A mother and father set out with their two children,
a boy and a girl, driving from New York to Arizona in the
heat of summer. Their destination: Apacheria, the place the
Apaches once called home.Why Apaches? asks the ten-
year-old son. Because they were the last of something,
answers his father.In their car, they play games and sing
along to music. But on the radio, there is news about an
"immigration crisis": thousands of kids trying to cross the
southwestern border into the United States, but getting
detained--or lost in the desert along the way.As the family
drives--through Virginia to Tennessee, across Oklahoma
and Texas--we sense they are on the brink of a crisis of
their own. A fissure is growing between the parents, one the
children can almost feel beneath their feet. They are led,
inexorably, to a grand, harrowing adventure--both in the
desert landscape and within the chambers of their own
imaginations.Told through several compelling voices,
blending texts, sounds, and images, Lost Children Archive
is an astonishing feat of literary virtuosity. It is a richly
engaging story of how we document our experiences, and
how we remember the things that matter to us the most.
With urgency and empathy, it takes us deep into the lives of
one remarkable family as it probes the nature of justice and
equality today.
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Possessed by Memory: The Inward Light of Criticism

Harold Bloom

In arguably his most personal and lasting book,
America's most daringly original and controversial critic
gives us brief, luminous readings of more than eighty texts
by canonical authors-- texts he has had by heart since
childhood.Gone are the polemics. Here, instead, in a
memoir of sorts--an inward journey from childhood to ninety-
-Bloom argues elegiacally with nobody but Bloom, interested
only in the influence of the mind upon itself when it absorbs
the highest and most enduring imaginative literature. He
offers more than eighty meditations on poems and prose
that have haunted him since childhood and which he has
possessed by memory: from the Psalms and Ecclesiastes
to Shakespeare and Dr. Johnson; Spenser and Milton to
Wordsworth and Keats; Whitman and Browning to Joyce
and Proust; Tolstoy and Yeats to Delmore Schwartz and
Amy Clampitt; Blake to Wallace Stevens--and so much
more. And though he has written before about some of
these authors, these exegeses, written in the winter of his
life, are movingly informed by "the freshness of last
things."As Bloom writes movingly: "One of my concerns
throughout Possessed by Memory is with the beloved dead.
Most of my good friends in my generation have departed.
Their voices are still in my ears. I find that they are woven
into what I read. I listen not only for their voices but also for
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Daily Rituals: Women at Work

Mason Currey

More of Mason Currey's irresistible Daily Rituals,
this time exploring the daily obstacles and rituals of women
who are artists--painters, composers, sculptors, scientists,
filmmakers, and performers. We see how these brilliant
minds get to work, the choices they have to make: rebuffing
convention, stealing (or secreting away) time from the pull of
husbands, wives, children, obligations, in order to create
their creations. From those who are the masters of their
craft (Eudora Welty, Lynn Fontanne, Penelope Fitzgerald,
Marie Curie) to those who were recognized in a burst of
acclaim (Lorraine Hansberry, Zadie Smith) . . . from Clara
Schumann and Shirley Jackson, carving out small amounts
of time from family life, to Isadora Duncan and Agnes
Martin, rejecting the demands of domesticity, Currey shows
us the large and small (and abiding) choices these women
made--and continue to make--for their art: Isak Dinesen, "I
promised the Devil my soul, and in return he promised me
that everything I was going to experience would be turned
into tales," Dinesen subsisting on oysters and Champagne
but also amphetamines, which gave her the overdrive she
required . . . And the rituals (daily and otherwise) that guide
these artists: Isabel Allende starting a new book only on
January 8th . . . Hilary Mantel taking a shower to combat
writers' block ("I am the cleanest person I know") . . .
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The Source of Self-Regard: Selected Essays, Speeches,
and Meditations

Toni Morrison

Arguably the most celebrated and revered writer
of our time now gives us a new nonfiction collection--a rich
gathering of her essays, speeches, and meditations on
society, culture, and art, spanning four decades.The Source
of Self-Regard is brimming with all the elegance of mind and
style, the literary prowess and moral compass that are Toni
Morrison's inimitable hallmark. It is divided into three parts:
the first is introduced by a powerful prayer for the dead of
9/11; the second by a searching meditation on Martin
Luther King Jr., and the last by a heart-wrenching eulogy for
James Baldwin. In the writings and speeches included here,
Morrison takes on contested social issues: the foreigner,
female empowerment, the press, money, "black matter(s),"
and human rights. She looks at enduring matters of culture:
the role of the artist in society, the literary imagination, the
Afro-American presence in American literature, and in her
Nobel lecture, the power of language itself. And here too is
piercing commentary on her own work (including The Bluest
Eye, Sula, Tar Baby, Jazz, Beloved, and Paradise) and that
of others, among them, painter and collagist Romare
Bearden, author Toni Cade Bambara, and theater director
Peter Sellars. In all, The Source of Self-Regard is a
luminous and essential addition to Toni Morrison's oeuvre.
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Autumn Light: Season of Fire and Farewells

Pico Iyer

From one of our most astute observers of human
nature, a far-reaching exploration of Japanese history and
culture and a moving meditation on impermanence,
mortality, and grief.For years, Pico Iyer has split his time
between California and Nara, Japan, where he and his
Japanese wife, Hiroko, have a small home. But when his
father-in-law dies suddenly, calling him back to Japan
earlier than expected, Iyer begins to grapple with the
question we all have to live with: how to hold on to the
things we love, even though we know that we and they are
dying. In a country whose calendar is marked with
occasions honoring the dead, this question is more urgent
than anywhere else. Iyer leads us through the year following
his father-in-law's death, introducing us to the people who
populate his days: his ailing mother-in-law, who often
forgets that her husband has died; his absent brother-in-
law, who severed ties with his family years ago but to whom
Hiroko still writes letters; and the men and women in his
ping-pong club, who, many years his senior, traverse their
autumn years in different ways. And as the maple leaves
begin to redden and the heat begins to soften, Iyer offers us
a singular view of Japan, in the season that reminds us to
take nothing for granted.
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Sleeping with Strangers: How the Movies Shaped Desire

David Thomson

From the celebrated film critic and author of The
Biographical Dictionary of Film, an original, seductive
account of sexuality in the movies and of how actors and
actresses on screen have fed our desire.Film can make us
want things we can not have. But, while sometimes
rapturous, the interaction of onscreen beauty and private
desire speaks to a crisis in American culture, one that pits
delusions of male supremacy against feminist awakening
and the spirit of gay resistance. Combining criticism, his
encyclopedic knowledge of film history, and memoir, David
Thomson examines how film has found the fault lines in
traditional masculinity and helped to point the way past it
toward a more nuanced understanding of what it means to
be a person desiring others. Ranging from advertising to
pornography, Rudolph Valentino to Moonlight, Rock Hudson
to Call Me By Your Name, Katharine Hepburn and Cary
Grant to Phantom Thread, Thomson shows us the art and
the artists we love under a new light. He illuminates the way
in which film as art, entertainment, and business has been a
polite cover for a kind of erotic séance. And he makes us
see how the way we watch our movies is a kind of training
for how we try to live.
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In Pursuit of Flavor

Edna Lewis, Mashama Bailey

The classic cookbook from “the first lady of
Southern cooking” (NPR), featuring a new foreword by
Mashama Bailey, star of Netflix documentary series Chef’s
Table. Decades before cornbread, shrimp and grits, and
peach cobbler were mainstays on menus everywhere,
Edna Lewis was pioneering the celebration of seasonal
food as a distinctly American cuisine.  In this James Beard
Foundation Cookbook Hall of Fame-inducted cookbook,
Miss Lewis (as she was almost universally known) shares
the recipes of her childhood, spent in a Virginia farming
community founded by her grandfather and his friends after
emancipation, as well as those that made her one of the
most revered American chefs of all time. Interspersed
throughout are personal anecdotes, cooking insights,
notes on important Southern ingredients, and personally
developed techniques for maximizing flavor.   Across six
charmingly illustrated chapters—From the Gardens and
Orchards; From the Farmyard; From the Lakes, Steams,
and Oceans; For the Cupboard; From the Bread Oven and
Griddle; and The Taste of Old-fashioned Desserts—
encompassing almost 200 recipes, Miss Lewis captures
the spirit of the South. From Whipped Cornmeal with Okra;
Pan-Braised Spareribs; and Benne Seed Biscuits to
Thirteen-Bean Soup; Pumpkin with Sautéed Onions and
Herbs; a Salad of Whole Tomatoes Garnished with Green
Beans and Scallions; and Raspberry Pie Garnished with
Whipped Cream, In Pursuit of Flavor is a modern classic
and a timeless compendium of Southern cooking at its very
best.
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kaddish.com: A novel

Nathan Englander

The celebrated Pulitzer finalist and prize-winning
author of Dinner at the Center of the Earth and What We
Talk About When We Talk About Anne Frank delivers his
best work yet, a streamlined comic masterpiece about a
son’s failure to say Kaddish for his father. Larry is the
secular son in a family of Orthodox Brooklyn Jews.  When
his father dies, it’s his responsibility to recite the Kaddish, the
Jewish prayer for the dead, every day for eleven months. 
To the horror and dismay of his sister, Larry refuses—
imperiling the fate of his father’s soul.  To appease her,
Larry hatches an ingenious if cynical plan, hiring a stranger
through a website called kaddish.com to recite the prayer
and shepherd his father’s soul safely to rest. Sharp,
irreverent, hilarious, and wholly irresistible, Englander’s tale
of a son who makes a diabolical compromise ingeniously
captures the tensions between tradition and modernity—a
book to be devoured in a single sitting whose pleasures and
provocations will be savored long after.
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Foursome: Alfred Stieglitz, Georgia O'Keeffe, Paul Strand,
Rebecca Salsbury

Carolyn Burke

A captivating, spirited account of the intense
relationship among four artists whose strong personalities,
passionate feelings, and aesthetic ideals drew them
together, pulled them apart, and profoundly influenced the
very shape of twentieth-century art.New York, 1921: Alfred
Stieglitz, the most influential figure in early twentieth-century
photography, celebrates the success of his latest exhibition-
-the centerpiece, a series of nude portraits of the young
Georgia O'Keeffe, soon to be his wife. It is a turning point
for O'Keeffe, poised to make her entrance into the art scene-
-and for Rebecca Salsbury, the fiancée of Stieglitz's protégé
at the time, Paul Strand. When Strand introduces Salsbury
to Stieglitz and O'Keeffe, it is the first moment of a bond
between the two couples that will last more than a decade
and reverberate throughout their lives. In the years that
followed, O'Keeffe and Stieglitz became the preeminent
couple in American modern art, spurring each other's
creativity. Observing their relationship led Salsbury to
encourage new artistic possibilities for Strand and to rethink
her own potential as an artist. In fact, it was Salsbury, the
least known of the four, who was the main thread that wove
the two couples' lives together. Carolyn Burke mines the
correspondence of the foursome to reveal how each
inspired, provoked, and unsettled the others while pursuing
seminal modes of artistic innovation. The result is a
surprising, illuminating portrait of four extraordinary figures.
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L.E.L.: The Lost Life and Scandalous Death of Letitia
Elizabeth Landon, the Celebrated "Female Byron"

Lucasta Miller

A lost nineteenth-century literary life, brilliantly
rediscovered--Letitia Elizabeth Landon, hailed as the female
Byron; she changed English poetry; her novels, short
stories, and criticism, like Byron though in a woman's voice,
explored the dark side of sexuality--by the acclaimed author
of The Brontë Myth ("wonderfully entertaining . . .
spellbinding"--New York Times Book Review; "ingenious"--
The New Yorker)."None among us dares to say / What none
will choose to hear"--L.E.L., "Lines of Life"     Letitita
Elizabeth Landon--pen name L.E.L.--dared to say it and
made sure she was heard.      Hers was a life lived in a
blaze of scandal and worship, one of the most famous
women of her time, the Romantic Age in London's 1820s,
her life and writing on the ascendency as Byron's came to
an end.      Lucasta Miller tells the full story and re-creates
the literary London of her time. She was born in 1802 and
was shaped by the aftermath of the Napoleonic Wars, a
time of conservatism when values were in flux. She began
publishing poetry in her teens and came to be known as a
daring poet of thwarted romantic love. We see L.E.L. as an
emblematic figure who embodied a seismic cultural shift, the
missing link between the age of Byron and the creation of
Victorianism. Miller writes of Jane Eyre as the direct
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Our Man: Richard Holbrooke and the End of the American
Century

George Packer

From the award-winning author of The Unwinding-
-the vividly told saga of the ambition, idealism, and hubris of
one of the most legendary and complicated figures in recent
American history, set amid the rise and fall of U.S. power
from Vietnam to AfghanistanRichard Holbrooke was brilliant,
utterly self-absorbed, and possessed of almost inhuman
energy and appetites. Admired and detested, he was the
force behind the Dayton Accords that ended the Balkan
wars, America's greatest diplomatic achievement in the
post-Cold War era. His power lay in an utter belief in himself
and his idea of a muscular, generous foreign policy. From
his days as a young adviser in Vietnam to his last efforts to
end the war in Afghanistan, Holbrooke embodied the
postwar American impulse to take the lead on the global
stage. But his sharp elbows and tireless self-promotion
ensured that he never rose to the highest levels in
government that he so desperately coveted. His story is
thus the story of America during its era of supremacy: its
strength, drive, and sense of possibility, as well as its
penchant for overreach and heedless self-confidence. In
Our Man, drawn from Holbrooke's diaries and papers, we
are given a nonfiction narrative that is both intimate and
epic in its revelatory portrait of this extraordinary and deeply
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The River: A novel

Peter Heller

"An exhilarating tale delivered with the pace of a
thriller." -Kirkus (Starred Review)A BookPage 2019 Most
Anticipated BookA LitHub 2019 Most Anticipated Book From
the best-selling author of The Dog Stars, the story of two
college students on a wilderness canoe trip--a gripping tale
of a friendship tested by fire, white water, and violenceWynn
and Jack have been best friends since freshman
orientation, bonded by their shared love of mountains,
books, and fishing. Wynn is a gentle giant, a Vermont kid
never happier than when his feet are in the water. Jack is
more rugged, raised on a ranch in Colorado where sleeping
under the stars and cooking on a fire came as naturally to
him as breathing. When they decide to canoe the Maskwa
River in northern Canada, they anticipate long days of
leisurely paddling and picking blueberries, and nights of
stargazing and reading paperback Westerns. But a wildfire
making its way across the forest adds unexpected urgency
to the journey. When they hear a man and woman arguing
on the fog-shrouded riverbank and decide to warn them
about the fire, their search for the pair turns up nothing and
no one. But: The next day a man appears on the river,
paddling alone. Is this the man they heard? And, if he is,
where is the woman? From this charged beginning, master
storyteller Peter Heller unspools a headlong, heart-
pounding story of desperate wilderness survival.
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The Dragonfly Sea : A novel

Yvonne Adhiambo Owuor

From the award-winning author of Dust comes a
vibrant, stunning coming-of-age novel about a young woman
struggling to find her place in a vast world--a poignant
exploration of fate, mortality, love, and loss.On the island of
Pate, off the coast of Kenya, lives solitary, stubborn Ayaana
and her mother, Munira. When a sailor named Muhidin, also
an outsider, enters their lives, Ayaana finds something she
has never had before: a father. But as Ayaana grows into
adulthood, forces of nature and history begin to reshape her
life and the island itself--from a taciturn visitor with a murky
past to a sanctuary-seeking religious extremist, from
dragonflies to a tsunami, from black-clad kidnappers to
cultural emissaries from China. Ayaana ends up embarking
on a dramatic ship's journey to the Far East, where she will
discover friends and enemies; be seduced by the charming
but unreliable scion of a powerful Turkish business family;
reclaim her devotion to the sea; and come to find her own
tenuous place amid a landscape of beauty and violence
and surprising joy. Told with a glorious lyricism and an
unerring sense of compassion, The Dragonfly Sea is a
transcendent story of adventure, fraught choices, and of the
inexorable need for shelter in a dangerous world.
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Notes from a Young Black Chef : A Memoir

Kwame Onwuachi, Joshua David Stein

“Kwame Onwuachi’s story shines a light on food
and culture not just in American restaurants or African
American communities but around the world.” —
Questlove By the time he was twenty-seven years old,
Kwame Onwuachi had opened—and closed—one of the
most talked about restaurants in America. He had launched
his own catering company with twenty thousand dollars that
he made from selling candy on the subway, yet he’d been
told he would never make it on television because his
cooking wasn’t “Southern” enough. In this inspiring memoir
about the intersection of race, fame, and food, he shares
the remarkable story of his culinary coming-of-age. Growing
up in the Bronx, as a boy Onwuachi was sent to rural
Nigeria by his mother to “learn respect.” However, the hard-
won knowledge gained in Africa was not enough to keep him
from the temptation and easy money of the streets when he
returned home. But through food, he broke out of a
dangerous downward spiral, embarking on a new beginning
at the bottom of the culinary food chain as a chef on board
a Deepwater Horizon cleanup ship, before going on to train
in the kitchens of some of the most acclaimed restaurants in
the country and appearing as a contestant on Top Chef.
Onwuachi’s love of food and cooking remained a constant
throughout, even when he found the road to success riddled
with potholes. As a young chef, he was forced to grapple
with just how unwelcoming the world of fine dining can be
for people of color, and his first restaurant, the culmination
of years of planning, shuttered just months after opening. A
powerful, heartfelt, and shockingly honest story of chasing
your dreams—even when they don’t turn out as you
expected—Notes from a Young Black Chef is one man’s
pursuit of his passions, despite the odds.“This is an
astonishing and open-hearted story from one of the next
generation’s stars of the culinary world. I am so excited to
see what the future holds for Chef Kwame—he is a phoenix,
rising into better and better things and showing us all what it
means to be humble, hungry, and daring.” —José Andrés
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Days & Days: Poems

Michael Dickman

An exhilarating and far-ranging meditation on
days and how we live in them in the twenty-first century,
from the award-winning poet.Michael Dickman's intuitive,
agile verse captures us in its unusual pulse. Image-driven
and shape-driven, the poems of Days & Days touch on
parenthood, childhood, local natural habitats, graffiti culture,
roses, and romantic love. Dickman considers both the
internal and external vistas that open before him in the
course of a day, the memories and the immediate
quandaries. The long centerpiece poem, "Lakes Rivers
Streams," is a reverie that picks up the flotsam of parenting
days on its current. Other poems account for hotel days, or
days spent watching TV, taking prescription drugs, watching
butterflies. Throughout, we feel the dazzling originality of
Dickman's awareness; he meets the brutality, banality, and
strange beauty of the quotidian with a level gaze, and with
an urgent musicality that carries us beyond these lines and
pages.
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Murder by the Book: The Crime That Shocked Dickens's
London

Claire Harman

From the acclaimed biographer--the fascinating,
little-known story of a Victorian-era murder that rocked
literary London, leading Charles Dickens, William
Thackeray, and Queen Victoria herself to wonder: Can a
novel kill?In May 1840, Lord William Russell, well known in
London's highest social circles, was found with his throat cut.
The brutal murder had the whole city talking. The police
suspected Russell's valet, Courvoisier, but the evidence was
weak. The missing clue, it turned out, lay in the unlikeliest
place: what Courvoisier had been reading. In the years just
before the murder, new printing methods had made books
cheap and abundant, the novel form was on the rise, and
suddenly everyone was reading. The best-selling titles were
the most sensational true-crime stories. Even Dickens and
Thackeray, both at the beginning of their careers, fell under
the spell of these tales--Dickens publicly admiring them,
Thackeray rejecting them. One such phenomenon was
William Harrison Ainsworth's Jack Sheppard, the story of an
unrepentant criminal who escaped the gallows time and
again. When Lord William's murderer finally confessed his
guilt, he would cite this novel in his defense. Murder By the
Book combines this thrilling true-crime story with an
illuminating account of the rise of the novel form and the
battle for its early soul among the most famous writers of
the time. It is superbly researched, vividly written, and
captivating from first to last.
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The Promise of Elsewhere: A novel

Brad Leithauser

A comic novel about a Midwestern professor who
tries to prop up his failing prospects for happiness by setting
out on the Journey of a Lifetime.Louie Hake is forty-three
and teaches architectural history at a third-rate college in
Michigan. His second marriage is collapsing, and he's
facing a potentially disastrous medical diagnosis. In an
attempt to fend off what has become a soul-crushing
existential crisis, he decides to treat himself to a tour of the
world's most breathtaking architectural sites. Perhaps not
surprisingly, Louie gets waylaid on his very first stop in
Rome--ludicrously, spectacularly so--and fails to reach most
of his other destinations. He embarks on a doomed
romance with a jilted bride celebrating her ruined marriage
plans alone in London. And in the Arctic he finds that turf
houses and aluminum sheds don't amount to much of an
architectural tradition. But it turns out that there's another
sort of architecture there: icebergs the size of cathedrals,
bobbing beside a strange and wondrous landscape. It soon
becomes clear that Louie's grand journey is less about
where his wanderings have taken him and more about
where his past encounters with romance have not. Whether
pursuing his first wife, or his estranged current wife, or the
older woman he kissed just once a quarter-century ago,
Louie reveals himself to be endearing, deeply touching,
wonderfully ridiculous . . . and destined to find love in all the
wrong places.
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Lost and Wanted: A novel

Nell Freudenberger

"Freudenberger's brilliant and compassionate
novel takes on the big questions of the universe and proves,
again, that she is one of America's greatest writers." --
Andrew Sean Greer, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of LessA
LitHub, O Magazine, and Entertainment Weekly 'Most
Anticipated Book of 2019'A Newsday 'New Book to Look
Forward To'Listed in Kirkus Reviews' 'What to Watch for in
2019'One of Boston.com's '20 Books to Look Out For in
2019' An emotionally engaging, suspenseful new novel from
the best-selling author, told in the voice of a renowned
physicist: an exploration of female friendship, romantic love,
and parenthood--bonds that show their power in surprising
ways.Helen Clapp's breakthrough work on five-dimensional
spacetime landed her a tenured professorship at MIT; her
popular books explain physics in plain terms. Helen disdains
notions of the supernatural in favor of rational thought and
proven ideas. So it's perhaps especially vexing for her when,
on an otherwise unremarkable Wednesday in June, she
gets a phone call from a friend who has just died.That friend
was Charlotte Boyce, Helen's roommate at Harvard. The
two women had once confided in each other about
everything--in college, the unwanted advances Charlie
received from a star literature professor; after graduation,
Helen's struggles as a young woman in science, Charlie's

Alfred A. Knopf
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Mama's Boy : A Story from Our Americas

Dustin Lance Black

This heartfelt, deeply personal memoir explores
how a celebrated filmmaker and activist and his
conservative Mormon mother built bridges across today’s
great divides—and how our stories hold the power to heal.
Dustin Lance Black wrote the Oscar-winning screenplay for
Milk and helped overturn California’s anti–gay marriage
Proposition 8, but as an LGBTQ activist he has unlikely
origins—a conservative Mormon household outside San
Antonio, Texas. His mother, Anne, was raised in rural
Louisiana and contracted polio when she was two years old.
She endured brutal surgeries, as well as braces and
crutches for life, and was told that she would never have
children or a family. Willfully defying expectations, she found
salvation in an unlikely faith, raised three rough-and-rowdy
boys, and escaped the abuse and violence of two
questionably devised Mormon marriages before finding love
and an improbable career in the U.S. civil service. By the
time Lance came out to his mother at age twenty-one, he
was a blue-state young man studying the arts instead of
going on his Mormon mission. She derided his sexuality as
a sinful choice and was terrified for his future. It may seem
like theirs was a house destined to be divided, and at times
it was. This story shines light on what it took to remain a
family despite such division—a journey that stretched from

Alfred A. Knopf
416 pages
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The Unwanted: America, Auschwitz, and a Village Caught
In Between

Michael Dobbs

Published in association with the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum, a riveting story of Jewish
families seeking to escape Nazi GermanyIn 1938, on the
eve of World War II, the American journalist Dorothy
Thompson wrote that "a piece of paper with a stamp on it"
was "the difference between life and death." The Unwanted
is the intimate account of a small village on the edge of the
Black Forest whose Jewish families desperately pursued
American visas to flee the Nazis. Battling formidable
bureaucratic obstacles, some make it to the United States
while others are unable to obtain the necessary documents.
Some are murdered in Auschwitz, their applications for
American visas still "pending."Drawing on previously
unpublished letters, diaries, interviews, and visa records,
Michael Dobbs provides an illuminating account of
America's response to the refugee crisis of the 1930s and
1940s. He describes the deportation of German Jews to
France in October 1940, along with their continuing quest for
American visas. And he re-creates the heated debates
among U.S. officials over whether or not to admit refugees
amid growing concerns about "fifth columnists," at a time
when the American public was deeply isolationist,
xenophobic, and antisemitic.A Holocaust story that is both
German and American, The Unwanted vividly captures the
experiences of a small community struggling to survive amid
tumultuous world events.
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The Octopus Museum: Poems

Brenda Shaughnessy

This collection of bold and scathingly beautiful
feminist poems imagines what comes after our current
age of environmental destruction, racism, sexism, and
divisive politics.Informed by Brenda Shaughnessy's craft
as a poet and her worst fears as a mother, the poems in
The Octopus Museum blaze forth from her pen: in these
pages, we see that what was once a generalized fear for
our children (car accidents, falling from a tree) is now
hyper-reasonable, specific, and multiple: school
shootings, nuclear attack, loss of health care, a polluted
planet. As Shaughnessy conjures our potential future, she
movingly (and often with humor) envisions an age where
cephalopods might rule over humankind, a fate she
suggests we may just deserve after destroying their
oceans. These heartbreaking, terrified poems are the
battle cry of a woman who is fighting for the survival of
the world she loves, and a stirring exhibition of who we
are as a civilization.
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Revolutionaries: A novel

Joshua Furst

In his second novel, the acclaimed author of The
Sabotage Café leads us on a long, strange trip through the
heart of the sixties and beyond, as seen through the eyes of
the revolution's poster child.Fred is the sole offspring of
Lenny Snyder, the famous (or notorious) pied piper of the
counterculture, and in middle age he hates being reminded
of it. But neither can he ignore any longer his
psychedelically bizarre childhood. From infancy, for
instance, he was called Freedom (in fact his given name)
not only by those who should have known him but also by
members of the burgeoning movement led by his father,
who happily exploited having his wife and his toddling, then
walking and talking, and finally observant son in tow.
Thanks to Fred, this charismatic, brilliant, volatile ringmaster
is as captivating in these pages as he was to his devoted
disciples back then. We watch Lenny organize hippies and
intellectuals, stage magnificent stunts, and gradually lose
his magnetic confidence and leading role as the sixties start
slipping away. He demands loyalty but gives none back in
return, a man who preaches love but treats his family with
almost reflexive cruelty. And Fred remembers all of it--the
chaos, the spite, the affection. A kaleidoscopic saga, this
novel is at once a profound allegory for America--where
we've been and where we're going--and a deeply intimate
portrait of a father and son who define our times.
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The White Devil's Daughters : The Women Who Fought
Slavery in San Francisco's Chinatown

Julia Flynn Siler

A revelatory history of the trafficking of young
Asian girls that flourished in San Francisco during the first
hundred years of Chinese immigration (1848-1943) and an
in-depth look at the "safe house" that became a refuge for
those seeking their freedomBeginning in 1874, the
Occidental Mission Home on the edge of San Francisco's
Chinatown served as a gateway to freedom for thousands of
enslaved and vulnerable young Chinese women and girls.
Run by a courageous group of female abolitionists who
fought the slave trade in Chinese women, it survived
earthquakes, fire, bubonic plague, and violence directed
against its occupants and supporters. With compassion and
an investigative historian's sharp eye, Siler tells the story of
both the abolitionists who challenged the corrosive anti-
Chinese prejudices of the time and the young women who
dared to flee their fate. She relates how the women who ran
the home defied contemporary convention--even
occasionally breaking the law--by physically rescuing
children from the brothels where they worked or by
snatching them off ships as they were being smuggled in--
and how they helped bring the exploiters to justice. She also
shares the moving stories of many of the girls and young
women who sought refuge at the mission, and she writes
about the lives they went on to lead. This is a remarkable
chapter in an overlooked part of our history, told with
sympathy and vigor.
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Exhalation: Stories

Ted Chiang

“The universe began as an enormous breath
being held.” From the acclaimed author of Stories of Your
Life and Others—the basis for the Academy Award –
nominated film Arrival—comes a groundbreaking new
collection of short fiction: nine stunningly original,
provocative, and poignant stories. These are tales that
tackle some of humanity’s oldest questions along with new
quandaries only Ted Chiang could imagine. In “The
Merchant and the Alchemist’s Gate,” a portal through time
forces a fabric seller in ancient Baghdad to grapple with past
mistakes and second chances. In “Exhalation,” an alien
scientist makes a shocking discovery with ramifications that
are literally universal. In “Anxiety Is the Dizziness of
Freedom,” the ability to glimpse into alternate universes
necessitates a radically new examination of the concepts of
choice and free will. Including stories being published for the
first time as well as some of his rare and classic uncollected
work, Exhalation is Ted Chiang at his best: profound,
sympathetic—revelatory.
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Once More We Saw Stars: A Memoir

Jayson Greene

“A gripping and beautiful book about the power of
love in the face of unimaginable loss.” --Cheryl StrayedFor
readers of The Bright Hour and When Breath Becomes Air,
a moving, transcendent memoir of loss and a stunning
exploration of marriage in the wake of unimaginable grief.As
the book opens: two-year-old Greta Greene is sitting with
her grandmother on a park bench on the Upper West Side
of Manhattan. A brick crumbles from a windowsill overhead,
striking her unconscious, and she is immediately rushed to
the hospital. But although it begins with this event and with
the anguish Jayson and his wife, Stacy, confront in the
wake of their daughter's trauma and the hours leading up to
her death, Once More We Saw Stars quickly becomes a
narrative that is as much about hope and healing as it is
about grief and loss. Jayson recognizes, even in the midst
of his ordeal, that there will be a life for him beyond it--that
if only he can continue moving forward, from one moment to
the next, he will survive what seems unsurvivable. With raw
honesty, deep emotion, and exquisite tenderness, he
captures both the fragility of life and absoluteness of death,
and most important of all, the unconquerable power of love.
This is an unforgettable memoir of courage and
transformation--and a book that will change the way you
look at the world.
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The Den: A novel

Abi Maxwell

A luminous, hypnotic story of youth, sex, and
power that tells of two young women who find themselves
ostracized from the same small New England community for
the same reasons--though they are separated by 150
years.Henrietta and Jane are fifteen and twelve, growing up
in a farmhouse on the outskirts of town. Their mother is a
painter, lost in her art, their father a cook who's raised them
on magical tales about their land. When Henrietta becomes
obsessed with a boy from town, Jane takes to trailing the
young couple, spying on their trysts--until one night,
Henrietta vanishes into the woods. Elspeth and Claire are
sisters separated by an ocean--Elspeth's pregnancy at
seventeen meant she was quickly married and sent to
America to avoid certain shame. But when she begins
ingratiating herself to the town's wealthy mill owner, a series
of wrenching and violent events unfold, culminating in her
disappearance. As Jane and Claire search in their own
times for their missing sisters, they each come across a
strange story about a family that is transformed into
coyotes. But what does this myth mean? Are their sisters
dead, destroyed by men and lust? Or, are they alive and
thriving beyond the watchful eyes of their same small town?
With echoes of The Scarlet Letter, Abi Maxwell gives us a
transporting, layered tale of two women, living generations
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Eat Like a Fish : My Adventures as a Fisherman Turned
Restorative Ocean Farmer

Bren Smith

Part memoir, part manifesto, in Eat Like a Fish
Bren Smith—a former commercial fisherman turned
restorative ocean farmer—shares a bold new vision for the
future of food: seaweed. Through tales that span from his
childhood in Newfoundland to his early years on the high
seas aboard commercial fishing trawlers, from pioneering
new forms of ocean farming to surfing the frontiers of the
food movement, Smith introduces the world of sea-based
agriculture, and advocates getting ocean vegetables onto
American plates (there are thousands of edible varieties in
the sea!). Here he shows how we can transform our food
system while enjoying delicious, nutritious, locally grown
food, and how restorative ocean farming has the potential to
create millions of new jobs and protect our planet in the face
of climate change, rising populations, and finite food
resources. Also included are recipes from acclaimed chefs
Brooks Headley and David Santos. Written with the humor
and swagger of a fisherman telling a late-night tale, this is a
monumental work of deeply personal food policy that will
profoundly change the way we think about what we eat.

Alfred A. Knopf
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Figuring

Maria Popova

Figuring explores the complexities of love and the
human search for truth and meaning through the
interconnected lives of several historical figures across four
centuries—beginning with the astronomer Johannes Kepler,
who discovered the laws of planetary motion, and ending
with the marine biologist and author Rachel Carson, who
catalyzed the environmental movement. Stretching between
these figures is a cast of artists, writers, and scientists—
mostly women, mostly queer—whose public contribution
have risen out of their unclassifiable and often
heartbreaking private relationships to change the way we
understand, experience, and appreciate the universe.
Among them are the astronomer Maria Mitchell, who paved
the way for women in science; the sculptor Harriet Hosmer,
who did the same in art; the journalist and literary critic
Margaret Fuller, who sparked the feminist movement; and
the poet Emily Dickinson.Emanating from these lives are
larger questions about the measure of a good life and what
it means to leave a lasting mark of betterment on an
imperfect world: Are achievement and acclaim enough for
happiness? Is genius? Is love? Weaving through the
narrative is a set of peripheral figures—Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Charles Darwin, Elizabeth Barrett Browning,
Herman Melville, Frederick Douglass, Nathaniel Hawthorne,
and Walt Whitman—and a tapestry of themes spanning
music, feminism, the history of science, the rise and decline
of religion, and how the intersection of astronomy, poetry,
and Transcendentalist philosophy fomented the
environmental movement.
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Landfall: A Novel

Thomas Mallon

Set during the tumultuous middle of the George
W. Bush years—amid the twin catastrophes of the
Iraq insurgency and Hurricane Katrina—Landfall brings
Thomas Mallon's cavalcade of contemporary American
politics, which began with Watergate and continue with
Finale, to a vivid and emotional climax.The president at the
novel's center possesses a personality whose high-speed
alternations between charm and petulance, resoluteness
and self-pity, continually energize and mystify the panoply of
characters around him. They include his acerbic, crafty
mother, former First Lady Barbara Bush; his desperately
correct and eager-to-please secretary of state, Condoleezza
Rice; the gnomic and manipulative Donald Rumsfeld;
foreign leaders from Tony Blair to Vladimir Putin; and the
caustic one-woman chorus of Ann Richards, Bush's
predecessor as governor of Texas. A gallery of political and
media figures, from the widowed Nancy Reagan to the
philandering John Edwards to the brilliantly contrarian
Christopher Hitchens, bring the novel and the era to life.The
story is deepened and driven by a love affair between two
West Texans, Ross Weatherall and Allison O'Connor,
whose destinies have been affixed to Bush's since they
were teenagers in the 1970s. The true believer and the
skeptic who end up exchanging ideological places in a
romantic and political drama that unfolds in locations from
New Orleans to Baghdad and during the parties, press
conferences, and state funerals of Washington, D.C.
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496 pages
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This View of Life : Completing the Darwinian Revolution

David Sloan Wilson

It is widely understood that Charles Darwin’s
theory of evolution completely revolutionized the study of
biology. Yet, according to David Sloan Wilson, the
Darwinian revolution won’t be truly complete until it is
applied more broadly—to everything associated with the
words “human,” “culture,” and “policy.”In a series of
engaging and insightful examples—from the breeding of
hens to the timing of cataract surgeries to the organization
of an automobile plant—Wilson shows how an evolutionary
worldview provides a practical tool kit for understanding not
only genetic evolution but also the fast-paced changes that
are having an impact on our world and ourselves. What
emerges is an incredibly empowering argument: If we can
become wise managers of evolutionary processes, we can
solve the problems of our age at all scales—from the
efficacy of our groups to our well-being as individuals to our
stewardship of the planet Earth.
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Fay Wray and Robert Riskin : A Hollywood Memoir

Victoria Riskin

A Hollywood love story, a Hollywood memoir, a
dual biography of two of Hollywood’s most famous figures,
whose golden lives were lived at the center of Hollywood’s
golden age, written by their daughter, an acclaimed writer
and producer.Fay Wray was most famous as the woman—
the blonde in a diaphanous gown—who captured the heart
of the mighty King Kong, the twenty-five-foot, sixty-ton
gorilla, as he placed her, nestled in his eight-foot hand, on
the ledge of the 102-story Empire State Building, putting
Wray at the height of New York’s skyline and cinematic
immortality. Wray starred in more than 120 pictures opposite
Hollywood's biggest stars—Spencer Tracy, Gary Cooper
(The Legion of the Condemned, The First Kiss, The Texan,
One Sunday Afternoon), Clark Gable, William Powell, and
Charles Boyer; from cowboy stars Hoot Gibson and Art
Accord to Ronald Colman (The Unholy Garden), Claude
Rains, Ralph Richardson, and Melvyn Douglas. She was
directed by the masters of the age, from Fred Niblo, Erich
von Stroheim (The Wedding March), and Mauritz Stiller
(The Street of Sin) to Leo McCarey, William Wyler, Gregory
La Cava, “Wild Bill” William Wellman, Merian C. Cooper
(The Four Feathers, King Kong), Josef von Sternberg
(Thunderbolt), Dorothy Arzner (Behind the Make-Up), Frank
Capra (Dirigible), Michael Curtiz (Doctor X), Raoul Walsh
(The Bowery), and Vincente Minnelli.The book’s—and
Wray’s—counterpart: Robert Riskin, considered one of the
greatest screenwriters of all time. Academy Award–winning
writer (nominated for five), producer, ten-year-long
collaborator with Frank Capra on such pictures as American
Madness, It Happened One Night, Mr. Deeds Goes to
Town, Lost Horizon, and Meet John Doe, hailed by many,
among them F. Scott Fitzgerald, as “among the best
screenwriters in the business.” Riskin wrote women
characters who were smart, ornery, sexy, always resilient,
as he perfected what took full shape in It Happened One
Night, the Riskin character, male or female—breezy, self-
made, streetwise, optimistic, with a sense of humor that is
subtle and sure.Fay Wray and Robert Riskin lived large
lives, finding each other after establishing their artistic
selves and after each had had many romantic attachments
—Wray, an eleven-year-long difficult marriage and a fraught
affair with Clifford Odets, and Riskin, a series of romances
with, among others, Carole Lombard, Glenda Farrell, and
Loretta Young.Here are Wray’s and Riskin’s lives, their
work, their fairy-tale marriage that ended so tragically. Here
are their dual, quintessential American lives, ultimately and
blissfully intertwined.
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Goulash: A Novel

Brian Kimberling

A novel that stirs together the perfect proportions
of humor, history, romance, and myth to bring to brilliant life
a people, a time, and a city Eager to escape stifling small-
town Indiana, Elliott Black moves to Prague, where he gets
a job teaching English. It’s 1998, and the Czech Republic is
moving with increasing rapidity out of the shadow of
communism and into the wilds of twenty-first-century
capitalism. Elliott meets his students in a variety of pubs
and conducts his lessons over pints of local Radegast beer.
He gets his shoes stolen by an experimental artist who
engages Elliott in a number of eccentric schemes. And he
meets Amanda, an English teacher from the theUnited
Kingdom, with whom he falls in love.Together, Elliott and
Amanda try to make a place for themselves as strangers in
this strange land. They explore the dark history and
surprising wonders of their adopted city, touring the twisting
ancient streets and encountering expats, movie stars,
tobacco executives, a former Soviet informant, and the
president of Poland. But the forces that are reshaping the
city are also at work on them, and eventually it becomes
evident that their idyll must end—that change is the only
reality one can’t outrun.
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Homeland: A Novel

Fernando Aramburu, Alfred Macadam

Fernando Aramburu's internationally acclaimed
novel evokes an unresolved history of violence, giving a
fictional account of lives shattered by Basque terrorism even
as it rekindles debate about truth and reconciliation.Lifetime
friends become bitter enemies when the father of one family
is killed by militants—one of whom is a son from the other
family. Told in short sections highlighting a rich multiplicity of
characters from all walks of life, Homeland brilliantly unfolds
in nonlinear fashion as it traces the moral dilemmas faced
by the families of murder victim and perpetrator alike.
Aramburu alludes only obliquely to the historical context
while he focuses on the psychological complexity of his
characters and builds nearly unbearable
suspense.Homeland is a staggering international event: the
most praised and most successful novel published in Spain
in recent years, a masterpiece that has captured the
imagination of readers the world over. Here, eagerly
anticipated, is the deft and elegant English-language
translation.
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Social Science
Mar 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

The Human Network: How Your Social Position
Determines Your Power, Beliefs, and Behaviors

Matthew O Jackson

Here is a fresh, intriguing, and, above all,
authoritative book about how our sometimes hidden
positions in various social structures—our human networks
—shape how we think and behave, and inform our very
outlook on life.Inequality, social immobility, and political
polarization are only a few crucial phenomena driven by the
inevitability of social structures. Social structures determine
who has power and influence, account for why people fail to
assimilate basic facts, and enlarge our understanding of
patterns of contagion—from the spread of disease to
financial crises. Despite their primary role in shaping our
lives, human networks are often overlooked when we try to
account for our most important political and economic
practices. Matthew O. Jackson brilliantly illuminates the
complexity of the social networks in which we are—often
unwittingly—positioned and aims to facilitate a deeper
appreciation of why we are who we are.Ranging across
disciplines—psychology, behavioral economics, sociology,
and business—and rich with historical analogies and
anecdotes, The Human Network provides a galvanizing
account of what can drive success or failure in life.

Pantheon
352 pages

9781101870402
Hardcover | $39.95

Body, Mind &
Spirit

Mar 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

This Life: Secular Faith and Spiritual Freedom

Martin Hagglund

A profound, original, and accessible book that
offers a new secular vision of how we can lead our lives.
Ranging from fundamental existential questions to the most
pressing social issues of our time, This Life shows why our
commitment to freedom and democracy should lead us
beyond both religion and capitalism.In this groundbreaking
book, the philosopher Martin Hägglund challenges our
received notions of faith and freedom. The faith we need to
cultivate, he argues, is not a religious faith in eternity but a
secular faith devoted to our finite life together. He shows
that all spiritual questions of freedom are inseparable from
economic and material conditions. What ultimately matters is
how we treat one another in this life, and what we do with
our time together. Hägglund develops new existential and
political principles while transforming our understanding of
spiritual life. His critique of religion takes us to the heart of
what it means to mourn our loved ones, be committed, and
care about a sustainable world. His critique of capitalism
demonstrates that we fail to sustain our democratic values
because our lives depend on wage labor. In clear and
pathbreaking terms, Hägglund explains why capitalism is
inimical to our freedom, and why we should instead pursue
a novel form of democratic socialism. In developing his
vision of an emancipated secular life, Hägglund engages

Pantheon
464 pages
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Comics & Graphic

Novels
Apr 2, 2019
Ctn Qty: 6

The Adventures of Alexander Von Humboldt
PANTHEON GRAPHIC LIBRARY
Andrea Wulf, Lillian Melcher

From the New York Times bestselling author of
The Invention of Nature, comes a breathtakingly illustrated
and brilliantly evocative recounting of Alexander Von
Humboldt's five year expedition in South America.
Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859) was an intrepid
explorer and the most famous scientist of his age. His
restless life was packed with adventure and discovery, but
his most revolutionary idea was a radical vision of nature as
a complex and interconnected global force that does not
exist for the use of humankind alone. His theories and ideas
were profoundly influenced by a five-year exploration of
South America. Now Andrea Wulf partners with artist Lillian
Melcher to bring this daring expedition to life, complete with
excerpts from Humboldt's own diaries, atlases, and
publications. She gives us an intimate portrait of the man
who predicted human-induced climate change, fashioned
poetic narrative out of scientific observation, and influenced
iconic figures such as Simón Bolívar, Thomas Jefferson,
Charles Darwin, and John Muir. This gorgeous account of
the expedition not only shows how Humboldt honed his
groundbreaking understanding of the natural world but also
illuminates the man and his passions.

Pantheon
272 pages

9781524747497
Hardcover | $34.95

Fiction
Apr 2, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

Crossing: A Novel

Pajtim Statovci, David Hackston

From the acclaimed author of My Cat Yugoslavia:
a stunning, incandescent new novel that speaks to identity,
war, exile, love, betrayal, and heartbreakThe death of head
of state Enver Hoxha and the loss of his father leave Bujar
growing up in the ruins of Communist Albania and of his
own family. Only his fearless best friend, Agim—who is
facing his own realizations about his gender and sexuality—
gives him hope for the future. Together the two decide to
leave everything behind and try their luck in Italy. But the
struggle to feel at home—in a foreign country and even in
one's own body—will have corrosive effects, spurring a
dangerous search for new identities.Steeped in a rich
heritage of bewitching Albanian myth and legend, this is a
deeply timely and deeply necessary novel about the broken
reality for millions worldwide, about identity in all its complex
permutations, and the human need to be seen.

Pantheon
272 pages

9781524747947
Hardcover | $35.95

Philosophy
Apr 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

Tragedy, the Greeks, and Us

Simon Critchley

From the moderator of The New York Times
philosophy blog "The Stone," a book that argues that if we
want to understand ourselves we have to go back to
theater, to the stage of our livesTragedy presents a world of
conflict and troubling emotion, a world where private and
public lives collide and collapse. A world where morality is
ambiguous and the powerful humiliate and destroy the
powerless. A world where justice always seems to be on
both sides of a conflict and sugarcoated words serve as
cover for clandestine operations of violence. A world rather
like our own.The ancient Greeks hold a mirror up to us, in
which we see all the desolation and delusion of our lives but
also the terrifying beauty and intensity of existence. This is
not a time for consolation prizes and the fatuous banalities
of the self-help industry and pop philosophy.Tragedy allows
us to glimpse, in its harsh and unforgiving glare, the burning
core of our aliveness. If we give ourselves the chance to
look at tragedy, we might see further and more clearly.

Pantheon
336 pages

9781524747848
Hardcover | $25.95

Body, Mind & Spirit
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

Walking: One Step At a Time

Erling Kagge, Becky L Crook

A lyrical account of an activity that is essential
for our sanity, equilibrium, and well-being, from the author
of Silence ("A book to be handled and savored." —
The Wall Street Journal)Placing one foot in front of the
other, embarking on the journey of discovery, and
experiencing the joy of exploration—these activities are
intrinsic to our nature. Our ancestors traveled long
distances on foot, gaining new experiences and learning
from them. But as universal as walking is, each of us will
experience it differently. For Erling Kagge, it is the gateway
to the questions that fascinate him—Why do we walk?
Where do we walk from? What is our destination?—and in
this book he invites us to investigate them along with him.
Language reflects the idea that life is one single walk; the
word "journey" comes from the distance we travel in the
course of a day. Walking for Kagge is a natural
accompaniment to creativity: the occasion for the
unspoken dialogue of thinking. Walking is also the antidote
to the speed at which we conduct our lives, to our
insistence on rushing, on doing everything in a precipitous
manner—walking is among the most radical things we can
do.

Pantheon
192 pages

9781524746933
Hardcover | $34.95

Biography &
Autobiography
May 21, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

The Edge of Every Day : Sketches of Schizophrenia

Marin Sardy

The debut of an important new literary voice:
Marin Sardy's extraordinarily affecting, fiercely intelligent
memoir unflinchingly traces the path of the schizophrenia
that runs in the her family.Against the starkly beautiful
backdrop of Anchorage, Alaska, where the author grew up,
Marin Sardy weaves a fearless account of the shapeless
thief—the schizophrenia—that kept her mother immersed in
a world of private delusion and later manifested in her
brother, ultimately claiming his life. Composed of exquisite,
self-contained chapters that take us through three
generations of this adventurous, artistic, and often haunted
family, The Edge of Every Day draws in topics from
neuroscience and evolution to the mythology and art rock to
shape its brilliant inquiry into how the mind works. In the
process, Sardy casts new light on the treatment of the
mentally ill in our society. Through it all runs her blazing
compassion and relentless curiosity, as her meditations
takes us to the very edge of love and loss—and invite us to
look at what comes after.

Pantheon
304 pages

9781101908143
Hardcover | $42.00

Fiction
Jun 4, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

The Underworld U.S.A. Trilogy, Volume II : Blood's A
Rover
Underworld U.S.A. Trilogy
James Ellroy

The Underworld U.S.A. Trilogy concludes. We've
traversed the interlocked conspiracies of the decade and
are there for the wind-up and swan songs.Blood's A Rover
takes us into the seventies. MLK and RFK are dead. The
Democratic National Convention in Chicago has spawned
chaos. There's a punk-kid private eye in L.A. He's clashing
with a mob goon and an enforcer for J. Edgar Hoover.
There's an armored-car heist and a cache of missing
emeralds. There's bad voodoo in the Dominican Republic
and Haiti. Amidst it all is a revolutionary, Joan Rosen Klein.
The kid P.I., the mob goon, and Hoover's enforcer love her
unto death. Blood's A Rover gives us the private nightmare
of public policy on an epic scale.

Everyman's Library
600 pages

9780385543033
Hardcover | $36.95

Sports &
Recreation

Nov 13, 2018
Ctn Qty: 12

Quarterback: Inside the Most Important Position in the
National Football League

John Feinstein

A major new book from #1 New York Times
bestseller and sports-writing legend John Feinstein,
QUARTERBACK dives deep into the most coveted and
hallowed position in the NFL - exploring the stories of five
top quarterbacks and taking readers inside their unique
experiences of playing the position and holding the keys to
their multi-billion-dollar teams.In the mighty National Football
League, one player becomes the face of a franchise, one
player receives all the accolades and all the blame, and one
player's hand will guide the rise or fall of an entire team's
season - and the dreams of millions of fans. There are thirty-
two starting quarterbacks in the NFL on any given Sunday,
and their lives are built around pressure, stardom, and
incredible talent. Legendary bestselling sportswriter John
Feinstein, in his most insightful book yet, shows readers
what it's really like to play the glory position and to live that
life - mapping out a journey that runs from college stardom
to the NFL draft to taking command of the huddle and
marching a team down the field with a nation of fans
cheering. Feinstein builds his profile around five NFL
starting quarterbacks - Alex Smith, Andrew Luck, Joe
Flacco, Ryan Fitzpatrick and Doug Williams. With incredible
inside access, we get the full quarterback

Doubleday
368 pages

9780525566717
Hardcover | $34.95

Literary
Collections

Oct 23, 2018
Ctn Qty: 12

El escandalo del siglo : Textos en prensa y revistas (1950-
1984)

Gabriel Garcia Marquez

Dejó muy claro Gabriel García Márquez que el
periodismo siempre fue su principal pasión, la más
perdurable y por la que quiso ser recordado: “No quiero que
se me recuerde por Cien años de soledad, ni por el premio
Nobel, sino por el periódico. [...] Nací periodista y hoy me
siento más reportero que nunca. Lo llevo en la sangre, me
t i r a ” . Esta antología pretende ser la muestra más
representativa de la tensión narrativa entre periodismo y
literatura que recorrió toda su trayectoria como reportero.
Cubriendo cuatro décadas, este delicioso viaje a través de
medio centenar de textos muestra como “el mejor oficio del
mundo” está en el corazón de la obra del premio Nobel
colombiano. Con edición a cargo de Cristóbal Pera y
prólogo de Jon Lee Anderson, este volumen contiene
piezas tan indispensables como los reportajes escritos
desde Roma sobre la muerte de una joven italiana, suceso
que permitió al autor pintar un fresco incomparable de las
élites políticas y artísticas del país en un marco de novela
policiaca, crónicas sobre la vida tras el “telón de acero”,
sobre la trata de blancas desde París hasta América Latina
o apuntes sobre Fidel Castro o Pío XII. Encontramos
también fragmentos tempranos en los que aparecen por
primera vez las familias Buendía y Aracataca, junto con

Vintage Espanol
352 pages
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9780525656302
Hardcover | $34.95

Literary
Collections

Apr 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

White

Bret Easton Ellis

Combining personal reflection and social
observation, Bret Easton Ellis's first work of nonfiction is an
incendiary polemic about this young century's failings, e-
driven and otherwise, and at once an example, definition,
and defense of what "freedom of speech" truly means.Bret
Easton Ellis has wrestled with the double-edged sword of
fame and notoriety for more than thirty years now, since
Less Than Zero catapulted him into the limelight in 1985,
earning him devoted fans and, perhaps, even fiercer
enemies. An enigmatic figure who has always gone against
the grain and refused categorization, he captured the
depravity of the eighties with one of contemporary
literature's most polarizing characters, American Psycho's
iconic, terrifying Patrick Bateman. In recent years, his
candor and gallows humor on both Twitter and his podcast
have continued his legacy as someone determined to speak
the truth, however painful it might be, and whom people
accordingly either love or love to hate. He encounters
various positions and voices controversial opinions, more
often than not fighting the status quo.     Now, in White, with
the same originality displayed in his fiction, Ellis pours
himself out onto the page and, in doing so, eviscerates the
perceived good that the social-media age has wrought,
starting with the dangerous cult of likeability. White is both a
denunciation of censorship, particularly the self-inflicted sort
committed in hopes of being "accepted," and a bracing view
of a life devoted to authenticity.     Provocative, incisive,
funny, and surprisingly poignant, White reveals not only
what is visible on the glittering, pristine surface but also the
riotous truths that are hidden underneath.

Alfred A. Knopf
272 pages

9780525566878
Paperback | $22.95

Self-Help
Dec 11, 2018
Ctn Qty: 24

�Buen dia, buenas noches!

Lin-Manuel Miranda

Del creador y protagonista de Hamilton, y con
hermosas ilustraciones de Jonny Sun, nos llega un libro de
afirmaciones para inspirar a sus lectores al comienzo y final
de cada día. ¡Buenos días! ¡Buenos días! ¡Hoy nos vamos
a equivocar! ¡En el lío de nuestras vidas, encontremos lo
que vale la pena salvar! Antes de conmover al mundo
entero con Hamilton y de ser catapultado a la fama
internacional, Lin-Manuel Miranda inspiraba a sus
seguidores de Twitter con palabras de ánimo al comienzo y
final de cada día. El autor escribió estos originales refranes,
aforismos y poemas tanto para él mismo como para los
demás. Pero a medida en que su público crecía, estos
mensajes fueron tomando vida propia. En este libro,
Miranda ha reunido lo mejor de sus saludos diarios en una
hermosa colección ilustrada por el aclamado artista
(también popular en Twitter) Jonny Sun. Lleno de consuelo
y motivación, ¡Buen día, Buenas noches! es esencial para
cualquier persona que necesite levantar su ánimo.

Vintage Espanol
224 pages

9780525566267
Paperback | $25.95

Fiction
Aug 27, 2019
Ctn Qty: 14

It (Eso)

Stephen King

Ahora en español, nos llega esta escalofriante
historia de Stephen King, clásico bestseller #1 del New
York Times, "un punto de referencia en la literatura
estadounidense" según el Chicago Sun-Times—sobre siete
adultos que vuelven a su ciudad natal para hacerle frente a
una pesadilla que vivieron cuando eran adolescentes...un
mal sin nombre: Eso. Bienvenido a Derry, Maine. Es una
ciudad pequeña, un lugar tan conmovedoramente familiar
como tu propia ciudad natal. Solo que en Derry ocurren
cosas muy extrañas. Eran siete adolescentes cuando
conocieron el horror por primera vez. Ahora son hombres y
mujeres adultos que han salido al mundo en búsqueda de
éxito y felicidad. Pero la promesa que hicieran 28 años
atrás los reúne en el mismo lugar donde enfrentaron, de
adolescentes, a una criatura malvada que cazaba a los
niños de la ciudad. Ahora hay niños asesinados
nuevamente, y sus memorias reprimidas de aquel verano
aterrador regresan mientras se preparan para enfrentar,
una vez más, al monstruo escondido en las alcantarillas de
Derry.

Vintage Espanol
1504 pages

9780525563679
Paperback | $22.95

Self-Help
Feb 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

7 lecciones del cielo : Como la muerte me enseno a vivir
una vida feliz

Mary C Neal

En la secuela de su bestseller Ida y vuelta al cielo,
la Dra. Neal revela historias inéditas sobre sus encuentros
con Jesús, y comparte ideas poderosas sobre cómo vivir
cada día con alegría.El relato de Mary Neal sobre el
accidente de kayak que le quito la vida, y lo que sucedió
después, ha cautivado a más de un millón de lectores.
Pero algo sucedió cuando ella compartió su historia en los
años posteriores. La Dra. Neal no solo se dio cuenta de
que tenía más que decir, sino que descubrió que aún no
había respondido la pregunta más importante de todas:
¿cómo nos vemos afectados con la posibilidad de que
exista un cielo?En Siete lecciones del cielo, Neal ofrece a
los lectores una mirada más profunda acerca de su
experiencia, la cual incluye encuentros con ángeles, un
viaje a una "ciudad de luz", y lo que sintió al conocer a
Jesús cara a cara. Aún más, Neal comparte cómo regresó
convencida de que el Dios que todos deseamos --aquel
que nos conoce, nos ama a cada uno como si fuéramos los
únicos, y quiere que experimentemos alegría en nuestra
vida diaria-- es digno de nuestra confianza absoluta. La
autora ofrece ideas prácticas e inspiración sobre cómo cada
uno de nosotros puede experimentar a este Dios todos los
días y comenzar a vivir con alegría, sin arrepentimiento,
preocupación, ansiedad o miedo.

Vintage Espanol
320 pages

9780525566335
Paperback | $22.00
Health & Fitness

Feb 12, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

�Por que engordamos?: Y que hacer al respecto

Gary Taubes

Ahora disponible en español, ¿Por qué
engordamos? (Why We Get Fat) mejora nuestra
comprensión acerca de las calorías, grasas, carbohidratos,
colesterol, resistencia a la insulina, metabolismo, ejercicios,
genética y la epidemia de obesidad. Con una dieta fácil de
seguir, esta es una guía esencial y completa para el manejo
de la nutrición y el peso, del autor de bestsellers del New
York Times Gary Taubes.  Taubes revisita la apremiante
pregunta de qué nos hace engordar y cómo podemos
cambiar. Revela la pésima ciencia nutricional del último siglo
—nada más perjudicial o desacertado que el modelo de
"calorías que ingieres, calorías que gastas"—y la buena
ciencia que ha sido ignorada, especialmente con relación a
la regulación de la insulina de nuestro tejido adiposo.
También responde las preguntas más persistentes: ¿Por
qué algunas personas son delgadas y otras gordas? ¿Qué
papel juegan la genética y los ejercicios en nuestro peso?
¿Qué alimentos debemos comer y qué alimentos debemos
evitar? Persuasivo, directo y práctico, ¿Por qué
engordamos? hace accesible a una mayor audiencia el
argumento crucial del autor.

Vintage Espanol
368 pages

9780525566939
Paperback | $22.95

True Crime
Feb 19, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Los asesinos de la luna de las flores

David Grann

BEST-SELLER DEL NEW YORK
TIMESFINALISTA  DEL NATIONAL BOOK AWARD
"Desconcertante y cautivadora [...] una historia que
abrasará tu alma". —Dave Eggers, New York Times Book
Review MEJOR LIBRO DEL SHELF AWARENESS DE
2017 Elogiado como mejor libro del año por Wall Street
Journal, The Boston Globe, San Francisco Chronicle, GQ,
Time, Newsday, Entertainment Weekly, Time
Magazine, NPR's Maureen Corrigan, NPR's "On
Point", Vogue, Smithsonian, Cosmopolitan, Seattle Times,
Bloomberg, Lit Hub's "Ultimate Best Books," Library
Journal, Paste, Kirkus, Slate.com and Book Browse. A
principios de la década de 1920 los miembros de la nación
indígena de los Osage, en Oklahoma, se convirtieron en
las personas más ricas del mundo. Tras descubrirse
enormes depósitos de petróleo bajo su reserva, los Osage
vivían en mansiones, vestían con pieles y joyas costosas,
viajaban en automóviles con chofer y tenían sirvientes
blancos. Pero pronto, los Osage comenzaron a desaparecer
misteriosamente o a morir asesinados, uno tras otro. La
familia de una mujer Osage, Mollie Burkhart, se convirtió
en un objetivo principal. Sus tres hermanas fueron
asesinadas. Una fue envenenada, otra murió a tiros y la
tercera falleció en una explosión. Otros miembros de la
nación Osage morían en circunstancias misteriosas, y
muchos de los que se atrevieron a investigar los crímenes
fueron también asesinados.A medida que aumentaba el
número de muertes, el recién creado FBI se hizo cargo del
caso, y su joven director, J. Edgar Hoover, recurrió a
miembro de los Texas Rangers llamado Tom White para
tratar de descifrar el misterio. White armó un equipo
clandestino, que incluía a un agente nativo-americano que
se infiltró en la región, y junto con los Osage, comenzó a
revelar una de las conspiraciones más escalofriantes en la
historia de los Estados Unidos.

Vintage Espanol
368 pages

9780525566281
Paperback | $22.00

Body, Mind &
Spirit

May 21, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Cuevas de poder: Tecnicas ancestrales de energia para la
sanacion, el rejuvenecimiento y la manifestacion

Sergio Magana Ocelocoyotl

Ahora disponible en español, este libro poderoso
y único realiza un nuevo acercamiento a una antigua
tradición cuyo objetivo es traer curación y resolución a
nuestros problemas más importantes en cuanto a salud,
emociones, abundancia e iluminación. Muchas personas en
el mundo están buscando hoy sus verdaderas identidades.
Los antiguos mayas creían que somos capaces de acceder
a nuestra verdad interior a través de nuestro espíritu,
nuestros instintos y nuestro subconsciente, todo lo cual
habita en lo que ellos llaman las siete "cuevas del poder", o
chakras. Sanar esas cuevas internas, según las creencias
mayas, nos permite mejorar y revitalizar cada área de
nuestras vidas.  En Cuevas de poder, el mundialmente
reconocido sanador Sergio Magaña nos revela este
conocimiento secreto de la antigua tradición tolteca, ya casi
olvidado. El autor comparte poderosos y prácticos ejercicios
de curación, rejuvenecimiento, manifestación e iluminación,
mientras también aborda áreas relacionadas como la
numerología mexicana, la consulta astral, el trabajo onírico,
la acupuntura, la energía rotacional y las técnicas
mexicanas Kundalini.

Vintage Espanol
224 pages

9780525566540
Paperback | $22.95

Fiction
Mar 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

El fuego invisible

Javier Sierra

GANADOR DEL PREMIO PLANETA 2017El
secreto más importante de la humanidad está a punto de
ser revelado.David Salas, un prometedor lingüista del Trinity
College de Dublín, se encuentra, después de aterrizar en
Madrid para pasar sus vacaciones, con Victoria Goodman,
una vieja amiga de sus abuelos y con su joven ayudante,
una misteriosa historiadora del arte. Ese hecho trastocará
sus planes y lo empujará a una sorprendente carrera por
averiguar qué ha sucedido con una de los alumnos de la
escuela de literatura que regenta lady Goodman. Para su
sorpresa, la clave parece esconderse en el mito del grial y
su vinculación con España. Remotas iglesias románicas de
los Pirineos, colecciones de arte en Barcelona, libros
antiguos y extraños códigos en piedra se alinean en una
trama llena de intriga que nos hará pensar sobre el origen
de toda inspiración, literatura y arte verdaderos.

Vintage Espanol
480 pages
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Fiction
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Pedro Paramo

Juan Rulfo

Lectura obligada en el universo literario
latinoamericano, esta novela corta escrita en 1955 por Juan
Rulfo –el escritor mexicano más aclamado hasta hoy– se
ha convertido en un clásico de la literatura moderna.
Edición con introducción de Gabriel García Márquez. Obra
maestra del realismo mágico, esta impresionante novela
mexicana describe a un hombre en la extraña búsqueda de
su ascendencia. Su madre moribunda le suplica que
encuentre a su padre, Pedro Páramo, de quien habían
huido años atrás, y por este motivo Juan Preciado parte
hacia Comala. Comala es un pueblo que vive entre
sombras y rumores –un lugar aparentemente poblado solo
por recuerdos y alucinaciones. Construido bajo la tiranía de
la familia Páramo, en sus calles inhóspitas y destartaladas
se escuchan las voces de espíritus atormentados que
comparten los secretos del pasado. Publicada por primera
vez en 1955 y aclamada por el público y la crítica, Pedro
Páramo representa un rompimiento con la precedente
novelística latinoamericana, mayormente realista. La
combinación fascinante de vívidas imágenes sensoriales,
pasiones violentas y brujería inexplicable que crea el autor
—un estilo que se conoce como 'realismo mágico'—ha
ejercido una gran influencia en ulteriores escritores de
América Latina, desde José Donoso y Carlos Fuentes hasta
Mario Vargas Llosa y Gabriel García Márquez.

Vintage Espanol
144 pages

9780525435105
Paperback | $22.00

True Crime
Jan 7, 2020
Ctn Qty: 24

La corporacion

T J English

A mediados de los ochenta, el submundo criminal
de los Estados Unidos se convirtió en un políglota étnico.
Una de las organizaciones ilícitas más poderosas era ni más
ni menos que la mafia cubana. Conocida en ambos lados
de la ley como "La corporación", el poder de la mafia
cubana venía de una cultura criminal enraizada en la
comunidad de exiliados del sur de la Florida —aquellos que
fueron expulsados de la isla por la revolución de Castro y
que planeaban derrocar al dictador marxista y recuperar el
país. Historia épica de gánsteres, drogas, violencia, sexo y
asesinatos callejeros, La corporación (The Corporation)
revela cómo una generación entera de exiliados políticos,
refugiados, estafadores, policías corruptos, sicarios, y sus
esposas y novias se vio enredada en una saga americana
de desesperación y construcción de imperios. T. J. English
interconecta las voces de infiltrados, que por primera vez
hablan abiertamente, con una mina de material
investigativo que ha reunido durante décadas para contar la
historia de esta exitosa empresa criminal, y lo contrasta con
el trasfondo de la revolución, el exilio y la etnicidad,
haciendo de esta una de las grandes historias americanas
de gánsteres que han sido ignoradas —hasta hoy.
Basándose en informes detallados y en una impresionante
cantidad de evidencia que guían sus exitosos trabajos,
English ofrece una mirada cautivadora y exhaustiva a esta
poderosa y sórdida organización criminal y su influencia en
los Estados Unidos.

Vintage Espanol
432 pages

9780525567165
Paperback | $11.99

Juvenile Fiction
Jul 9, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

La primera regla del punk

Celia C Perez

Un libro de honor del premio Pura Belpré, 2018La
primera regla del punk es una conmovedora exploracion de
la amistad, la busqueda de uno mismo, y el aprender a
"rockear" como si nadie te esta mirando. No hay atajos para
navegar el primer día de clases en una nueva escuela – no
se arregla con cinta gafer como lo harías con tu par de tenis
Chuck Taylor. La adolecente Malú, (María Luisa, si quieres
irritarla), logra molestar a la chica mandamás de Posada
Middle School, romper el código de vestimenta con su
vestido punk rock, y decepcionar a su madre, quien es
profesora universitaria. Y todo esto en su primer día de
escuela intermedia. Su padre, quien ahora vive a miles de
millas de distancia, le dice que las cosas mejorarán siempre
y cuando nunca olvide la primera regla del punk: ser tú
mismo. La auténtica Malú ama el rock and roll, las
patinetas, las revistas de manualidades y el Soyrizo (sin
cilantro, por favor). Cuando empieza a encontrar otros
estudiantes inadaptados con intereses parecidos, y forma
su propio grupo musical, Malú empieza a sentirse feliz. Para
resguardar esa nueva felicidad, ella haría cualquier cosa,
incluyendo el enfrentarse con los administradores “anti-
punk” de su escuela, ¡y luchar por su derecho a expresarse!

Vintage Espanol
400 pages

9780525566205
Paperback | $20.00

Self-Help
Apr 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

He estado pensando: Reflexiones, oraciones y
meditaciones para una vida plena

Maria Shriver

Un libro de reflexiones para aquellos que buscan
sabiduría, orientación, ánimo e inspiración en el camino
hacia una vida plena.  Como mujer prominente que asume
diferentes roles, Maria Shriver sabe perfectamente cuán
sorprendente, impredecible y estresante puede resultar la
vida diaria.  En este emotivo y poderoso libro, la autora
comparte pasajes inspiradores, oraciones y reflexiones
creados para hacer pensar, hacer sentir, hacer reír y ayudar
a los lectores en su viaje a lo que ella llama “El campo
abierto”—un lugar de aceptación, propósito y pasión—un
lugar lleno de alegría. He estado pensando... (I've Been
Thinking...) es ideal para cualquier persona en cualquier
momento de su vida. Ya sea porque crees que todo está
bien o porque el mundo se te cae a pedazos—sea porque
estás evaluando tu vida o simplemente porque necesitas
recargar energías, este es el libro al que te dirigirás una y
otra vez. Es como hablar con un amigo cercano, es la
compañía perfecta—un regalo excepcional para alguien que
busque seguir adelante en la vida con gracia y esperanza.

Vintage Espanol
224 pages

9781984898104
Paperback | $22.00

Fiction
Dec 31, 2018
Ctn Qty: 24

Carrie

Stephen King

An unpopular teenage girl whose mother is a religious
fanatic is tormented and teased to the breaking point by her
more popular schoolmates and uses her hidden telekinetic
powers to inflict a terrifying revenge.

Anchor
320 pages
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